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DesIgn guIDelInes 
tO ADDress glObAl 
ChAllenges
lessOns frOm glObAl ACtIOn 
netwOrks
Steve WaDDell

abstract: traditional organizations appear to be incapable of adequately addressing critical 
global issues such as war, climate change, and economic inequality. Addressing these issues 
suggests the need for organizational innovation to develop global social contracts. successful 
innovation must address four integration imperatives: (1) integrate effort and resources 
across organizational sectors (business, government, civil society) and sense-making, (2) 
create successful individual to global aggregations, (3) integrate the short and long term, and 
(4) integrate major issue areas. A new type of organization, global Action networks, aims for 
this integration. Based upon analysis of this new type of organization, five design principles 
for global social contract organizations are proposed.

Keywords: Organization design guidelines; global problem solving; global action networks

why are some global issues pernicious and seemingly beyond the reach of substantial effort 
to address? think of such things as the persistence of war, famine, economic inequality, 
biodiversity collapse, and climate change. these will be referred to as “global challenges.” 
there are many ways to frame the reasons for their persistence, from lack of political will or 
consensus about action measures, to poor incentives, to blocking by powerful actors. these 
sorts of explanations can be reframed as under-developed institutional capacity to integrate 
diversity and stimulate necessary action.

A decade of work with a new type of network that is addressing global challenges forms 
the basis for this article. these networks are placed in the context of organizational evolution 
to present them as global social contract agents. four critical integrating problems are 
identified that must be addressed for the networks’ social contract response to be effective. 
The networks are described in terms of seven strategic characteristics. From this, five design 
principles are identified for the development of such agents. Hence, this article expands on 
knowledge about how, from an organizational design perspective, critical global issues can 
be addressed successfully.

this knowledge must be developed rapidly. given the environmental sustainability 
imperative, weapons of mass destruction, pandemics, and threats of famines, organizing 
effective responses to global challenges must be found quickly, and those responses must 
themselves enable rapid action. recent fundamental and subtle shifts suggest a new social 
contract organizing paradigm that does not place “government,” as traditionally conceived, 
in such a central role. Ostrom (1990, 2000) has taken up the logic of collective action of large 
groups raised by Olson (1965) to address why people take action in situations when their 
absence would not seem to make a great difference. Ostrom emphasizes collective action’s 
connection to the production of public goods and won the nobel Prize in economics for her 
work in 2009. she notes: “the problem of collective action is finding a way to avoid deficient 
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outcomes and to move closer to optimal outcomes” (Ostrom & walker, 1997: 427).
In effect, these perspectives challenge the traditional social contract theorists about the 

role of the state as the coordinator and arbitrator of societal interests. As an alternative, 
reincke (1997, 1998, 1999) writes about “governing without government”. while some 
think in terms of a supra-national state operating globally as the “solution” to the global 
governance deficit, others have noted a different sort of response arising in the vacuum, 
characterized by networks of diverse actors (khanna, 2011). this includes global public 
policy networks (reinicke, 1999–2000), issue networks (rischard, 2001, 2002), and global 
governance organizations (koppell, 2008, 2010).

Pursuing questions about complex large system change, this author has spent a decade 
working with, analyzing, and writing about these types of networks of diverse actors that he 
calls global Action networks (gAns) (waddell, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005a, 2007, 2011a, 
2011b; waddell & khagram, 2007). gAns are global, multi-stakeholder, systemic change 
agents tackling wicked problems (buchanan, 1992; Churchman, 1967). they include the un 
global Compact; transparency International, which focuses on corruption; the forest and 
marine stewardship Councils; the microcredit summit Campaign; the world Commission 
on Dams; the global fund to fight AIDs, tuberculosis and malaria; the International 
land Coalition; IuCn (with the environment); and the global Alliance for Vaccines and 
Immunization. Almost all of these networks have arisen since the end of the Cold war, 
the resolution of which enabled the formation of diverse organizations, which are critical 
components of gAns, in many parts of the world.

this article crosses traditional disciplinary divides, mingling theories in sociology, 
political science, complexity/chaos theory, structural holes, organizational behavior, and 
strategy. Implicit in this approach is the assumption that mingling of disciplines and theories 
is important to advancing the research and knowledge development agenda regarding global 
challenges. this assumption arises from a belief in the value of a holistic perspective in 
developing both the agenda and solutions.

GlObal ChallenGeS frOm a SOCial evOlutiOn 
PerSPeCtive
Despite this multi-disciplinary and cross-theoretical approach, an overarching social 
evolution theoretical perspective is useful to understand the emerging strategy to address 
global challenges. Just as the existence of elements of the periodic chart was predicted based 
on a theory about atomic structures, a social evolution theoretical perspective suggests that 
the core components of critically important organizational innovation already exist. however, 
being burdened with traditional ways of seeing the world blinds us to the ability to see what 
is new. In this case, the networks that are claimed here to be a new organizational form are 
commonly seen as odd civil society organizations or strange inter-governmental ones. An 
understanding of social evolution, in turn, frames the design principles.

evolutionary sociology explains how and why new organizational types emerge. Over 
thousands of years, civilization has been marked by an inexorable drive toward increasing 
differentiation (Durkheim, 1966 [1893]; Parsons, 1977). today this is seen with a growing 
complexity of identities that are increasingly common and would have been considered 
unthinkable in the past: consider a black french-extraction senegalese lesbian buddhist 
living in manhattan and working for an information technology company.

this pace of differentiation can also be seen on the organizational level. At one time the 
organizing tasks were relatively few: farming, statecraft, trading, religious practice, and 
cultural production. Production chains were few and characterized by exchanges between 
producers and consumers with occasional artisans and merchants mixed in. Issues were 
very local, and life was by-and-large subject to the whims of nature. today the array of 
governmental, business, and civil society organizations both in terms of goals and structures 
is astounding, and the dominant intellectual, if not yet operational, assumption is that man is 
having a huge impact on the environment.

In the face of this increasing complexity and differentiation arises the pernicious hobbesian 
question about social order and what holds society together in the face of “three principal 
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causes of quarrel” (hobbes, 1996 [1651]). this question has given rise to a long history of 
thinking about “social contracts” ( locke, 2011 [1690]; rawls, 1971 [2005]; rousseau, 2010 
[1762]) as key tools for integration in the face of differentiation. these traditions typically 
start with three foundational points: (1) there is a hypothetical “natural state” where everyone 
is equal, (2) the key unit is an individual, and (3) the main organizing entity to respond to 
order and justice questions is the state.

these three points supported the organizational innovation in the west of “constitutional 
states” with a core operating principle of one person, one vote and the concept of social 
contract as a key vehicle of coherence (locke, 2011 [1690]; rousseau, 2010 [1762]). the state 
was distinguished by being the sole agent of legitimate coercive power, which it normatively 
employed to better the lives of its citizens. After the economic horror of the great Depression 
and the physical terror of the second world war, the state became arbitrator in a model of 
“big government – big business – big labor,” in which the core imperatives were economic 
and physical security.

tremendous new organizing power accompanied this process: think of the emergence 
of corporations with the founding of the railroads that produced commercial organizations 
coordinating across time zones and functional specialization to produce previously 
unimaginable large-scale material wealth; governments that developed into welfare states 
with huge bureaucracies to ensure human dignity, peace, and order; and the rise of civil 
society organizations that burst out of their religious and labor roots to blossom into an 
amazing array of environmental, human rights, developmental, and other organizations.

this increased organizing power, and an accompanying growth of new technologies, 
have diminished the role of geographic distance into the phenomenon of globalization. 
globalization has led to a huge increase in population and material wealth, and a previously 
unimaginable negative impact on the environment. the old organizing model that focused on 
the state as the core agent of social contract production – premised on organizing principles 
that include the primacy of the individual and “one person, one vote” – seems oddly out of step 
and even eclipsed in this new world. how do we develop institutions to effectively address 
issues in a world of seven billion people with a global diversity of culture and contexts? the 
environmental and financial crises and the scale of income inequality suggest that something 
significantly new is needed to organize society globally and develop social contracts – to 
enhance our integration and coordination power (wbgu, 2011). As one innovation that is 
responding to this challenge, this paper looks at global Action networks (gAns) and the 
principles behind them.

the inteGratiOn ChallenGe
the social evolutionary perspective emphasizes the need for integration in the face of 
continually increasing differentiation. but what exactly needs to be integrated? there 
is an enormous literature about organizing strategies to address the needs for global 
integration. the political science literature focuses on the role of government, particularly 
intergovernmental arrangements such as the bretton woods institutions, trade agreements, 
and international conventions. similar attention has been paid to the trans-national and 
multi-national corporation and to global civil society. most of these approaches favor intra-
sectoral (within one of business, government, or civil society) organizational hierarchies 
with the key organizing challenge being how to connect from local to global. the concept 
of “transnational relations” expands the equation to regular interactions across national 
boundaries when at least one actor is a non-state agent (keohane & nye, 1971). reinicke 
and Deng (2000) characterize the global integration challenge by two dimensions. One is 
referred to as vertical, by which they mean local-to-global – for example, connecting local 
government to global governmental organizations. the second dimension is horizontal, 
which refers to inter-sectoral and inter-organizational links within sectors, such as city-to-
city links. These analyses seem rather limited, however, and under-define the integrating 
challenge. four particular integration challenges are proposed to describe the challenge more 
comprehensively and beyond the traditional intra-organizational focus.

One challenge is to integrate effort and resources across organizational sectors (business, 
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government, civil society) and sense-making (mental, physical, emotional). All three sectors 
influence the global challenges, and those global challenges are of a scale that requires the 
resources and competencies of all. The challenge of integrating them is particularly significant 
because of their differences. Distinguishing between these three organizing traditions has 
deep roots. In the 1920s, theosophist rudolph steiner (1999 [1923]) wrote about society in 
terms of “threefolding” among three distinct ”spheres”: the political sphere of law-making, 
governance, and rules regarding how people interact; the economic sphere promoting 
production; and the cultural sphere, which refers to the free human spirit expression involving 
thinking, morality, and creativity. four decades later, sociologist Amitai etzioni (1961) looked 
at organizations from the perspective of three distinct forms of power: governmental, in 
which power is coercive (police, laws, courts); business, which depends upon calculative and 
instrumental (financial payments) power to achieve its goals; and non-profit, where power is 
normative and people act based upon shared values. similar typologies have been advanced 
by others: those writing to understand the “third sector” have distinguished between prince-
merchant-citizen (Najam, 1996; Nerfin, 1986); management theory tradition thinks in terms 
of hierarchies-markets-networks (Powell, 1990); and economist Oliver williamson (1991) 
writes of hierarchy-markets-hybrids. the sectors are distinguished by archetypal roles, with 
government’s role being to maintain order, business’ to create wealth, and civil society’s 
to hold traditions and values. the sectors are also characterized by different sense-making 
modes, with government being dominantly mental, business physical, and civil society 
emotional (Waddell, 2005b). The analysts’ conclusion that the divides are significant is further 
buttressed by an expanding literature on multi-stakeholder and cross-sectoral partnerships 
and collaboration (Clarke & fuller, 2010; gray, 1989; huzzard, Ahlberg, & ekman, 2010; 
selsky & Parker, 2005; wood & gray, 1991).

A second integration challenge is to create successful individual to global aggregations. 
sometimes this is characterized as a geographic challenge, but this is a rather simplistic 
framing that suggests the issues are only the rather mechanical ones of coordinating across 
time zones and distances. there are two distinct and more important dimensions of this 
challenge. One involves linguistic and cultural diversity, with culture understood as “the 
collective programming of the mind that distinguishes one group or category of people from 
another” (hofstede, 1993: 89) and produces the tower of babel effect of confusion, distrust, 
and difficulty in collaboration. The more local the level, the more likely people are to share 
language, values, and culture and the more likely they are to have the repetitive interactions 
necessary to generate trust to take action (bourdieu, 1977; habermas, 1984; luhmann, 1979). 
the challenges of collective action associated with greater geographic expanse arising from 
cultural distinctions are well documented with regard to a range of issues such as ethics, 
decision-making, leadership, motivation, and individualism versus collectivism. (for a 
summary, see tsui, nifadkar, and Ou, 2007.) the basic impact of cultural differences can be 
experienced positively, as with the capacity to generate innovation, or negatively, such as the 
generation of conflict. Different disciplines have specialized in describing the challenge in 
different ways: political science specializing in inter-state perspective, management science 
in organizational dimensions, psychology with individual behaviors, and sociology from a 
societal viewpoint.  

this same range of perspective is also associated with the second individual-to-global 
dimension: organizational and structural. It might be summarized as: how can individuals 
be connected to global action, and vice-versa, to create mutually robust and meaningful 
exchanges? traditional social contract theorists see the state as the critical institution to 
aggregate individuals. however, our intergovernmental institutions clearly aggregate the 
interests of states rather than the individuals behind them. we have no meaningful global 
governance entity that reflects the individual in a way that honors the social contract tradition. 
Business tends to think of this issue first in terms of strategy, and there is an enormous 
outpouring of “global strategy” analysis. new ways are emerging to address the need to 
aggregate diverse voices and interests, notably with new media and novel network strategies 
(Castells, 2000; Reinicke, 1998; Slaughter, 2004). However, there is a natural difficulty in 
developing these new entities conceptually and operationally; moreover, traditional power 
structures resist giving space for new, transcendent organizations.
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A third integration challenge is with time horizons and the need to integrate the short and 
long term and develop “…a culture of obligation towards future generations” (wbgu, 2011: 
2). Different organizational sectors of our societies are dominated by different temporal logics. 
these are related to theories of accountability and effectiveness. Our business structures are 
based on temporal cycles of quarters, reflecting their farming roots associated with seasons. 
this has been well documented to produce numerous problems associated with “short-
termism” since “…the course of action that is most desirable over the long run is not the best 
course of action in the short term” (laverty, 1996: 825), such as with investment decisions 
(laverty, 1996; Porter & wayland, 1992). government institutions are organized around 
electoral cycles ranging usually from two to five years. This has been noted to influence policy 
decisions oriented to re-election, which often conflicts with long-term interests (Jacobs, 2011; 
leonardo, 2009). the long-term public policy strategies required for issues associated with 
sustainable development have produced experiments with new approaches to address the 
election cycle constraints, such as with transition management in the netherlands (rotmans, 
kemp, & Asselt, 2001). Civil society organizations, being concerned with more enduring 
values and sustainability itself, tend toward longer cycles, but they are strongly influenced 
by economic and political cycles. Of course, none of these temporal orientations is “right” or 
“wrong”. however, the sustainability challenge emphasizes the importance of a longer-term 
horizon than has been historically necessary, and how we can appropriately assert it while not 
ignoring the value of shorter-term foci is still problematic.

A fourth integration challenge is across issue areas themselves. traditional science and 
problem-solving have depended on strategies to divide problems into ever-smaller parts – 
parts that are comparatively easy to address. however, a whole is usually more than the 
sum of its parts, and such strategies tend to overlook the dynamics of the whole. today the 
divisions are seen in the way people talk about issues of health, education, water, agriculture, 
business, or politics. the global challenges are noted for their systemic nature and demand 
better strategies to integrate effort across them. this has given rise to the increasing popularity 
of systems theory, which emphasizes the importance of understanding the relationships 
among the parts (bertalanffy, 1968; forrester, 1968, 1971). 

these four integration challenges collectively suggest “messy” (Ackoff, 1974) or “wicked” 
problems. “wicked problems are a ‘class of social system problems which are ill-formulated, 
where the information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with 
conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing’” 
(buchanan, 1992: 15), referring to a citation of horst rittel in Churchman (1967).

GlObal aCtiOn netWOrKS
This section summarizes the author’s years of looking at networks, forms of collaboration, 
and large system change processes. gAns are global, multi-stakeholder, systemic change 
agents tackling wicked issues. seven major characteristics are proposed for gAns, after 
much discussion with colleagues and collective analysis aiming for parsimony and 
comprehensiveness. these characteristics are seen as suggesting an ideal type (weber, 
1904/1949). many organizations combine a few of these characteristics, but the argument 
here is that collectively these characteristics define a new organizational form that is as 
different as business is from civil society and as both of those are from government. As 
can be expected with a newly emerging organizational form, there are a lot of experimental 
variations that produce this ideal type. today there are a few dozen of these types of networks 
that reflect, more or less, these seven characteristics. For example, some are more regional 
(it takes time to become global), some focus more on incremental than systemic change, 
and some treat the “learning” of “entrepreneurial learning” component rather cavalierly. the 
oldest example that reflects these characteristics is the Red Cross Movement; a few others 
were created before the end of the Cold war. however, it took the ending of the Cold war 
and the invention of enabling information technologies for the composite gAn elements to 
flourish and the GAN form to spread (Waddell, 2011a). 
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Glocal (global and multi-level)

this characteristic is often associated with the nation state-based model of the united nations 
system that is inter-national and designed specifically to cross national political boundaries. 
There are significantly different assumptions behind the concepts of “international” and 
“global”. the distinct assumptions increase with the concept of glocal, where the multiple 
action levels (local, national, regional, global) and sectoral geographic action frames (nations, 
markets, interest communities) come together. this characteristic was described earlier as 
one of the four key integration challenges, encompassing cultural, linguistic, and geographic 
divisions. global issues are particularly apparent with gAns working on environmental 
issues, such as the global water Partnership, the forest stewardship Council, and IuCn. 
environmental issues imply an environmental organizing imperative, such as a watershed 
or bio-diversity hot spot, that frequently crosses political-cultural-linguistic boundaries and 
requires global approaches.

Systemic change agent

gAns are not status quo organizations, nor are they about simply documenting and 
disseminating what exists. They are about the most difficult of change objectives: systemic 
change. For Transparency International, this means shifting individuals’ behaviors and 
understanding what’s possible in a world free of corruption, that is, changing social, 
economic, and political relationships, structures, and processes.

table 1 presents change as being of three broad types. many organizations are involved 
with incremental change, often referred to as “scaling up.” that refers to the goal of doing 
more of what is already being done. the reform mode of change is also not unusual, 
although it is less frequent. Often it is associated with legislation, since it involves changing 
the rules of the game. The most difficult type of change is transformation. this involves 
fundamental questioning about how we think about issues and uncovering assumptions that 
are not articulated. In contrast to the mediating and negotiating processes of the other types 
of change, transformation is a revisioning process of how people in society can live together, 
given the scale of challenge or opportunity that we are facing.

table 1: types of Change

type of 
Change

incremental reform transformation

Core 
Question

how can we do more of 
the same?
Are we doing things 
right?

what rules shall we create?  
what are our mental models 
and assumptions?

how do we make sense of this?
what is the purpose?
how do we know what is best?

Purpose to improve performance to understand and change 
the system and its parts

to innovate and create previously 
unimagined possibilities

Power and 
relation-
ships

Confirms existing rules. 
Preserves the established 
power structure and 
relationships among 
actors in the system

Opens rules to revision. 
suspends established power 
relationships; promotes 
authentic interactions; 
creates a space for genuine 
reform of the system

Opens issue to creation of new ways 
of thinking and action. Promotes 
transformation of relationships with 
whole-system awareness and identity; 
promotes examining deep structures 
that sustain the system

temporal 
horizon

short-term medium-term long-term

source: Adapted from waddell (2011a: 97).

One reason transformation is so difficult is because it involves shifts in power, usually 
accomplished by some parties “losing” power to others in terms of traditional zero-sum 
thinking about power, and reconceptualizing power in a new vision and set of goals. this 
is certainly true with the integration of transparency into business practices: it inherently 
suggests that different stakeholders’ concerns have to be integrated into the way business 
functions. It requires fundamentally reconceptualizing the role of business to create a new 
business model. this is the transcendent aspect of GANs’ work: encompassing concerns with 
an innovative higher-level way of interacting.
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Systemic change involves all three of these forms of change, and GANs’ role is to steward 
the development of the change. A key role for gAns is to “hold” the diverse temporal 
horizons to mature transformational solutions. In the case of transparency International (tI), 
the change is quite obviously a transformational one. when tI began in the early 1990s, 
the world bank still equated corruption with cultural idiosyncrasies. In other cases, such 
as with the global Compact and business, the challenge strategically is presented as an 
incremental one since transformation appears so big and complicated that most would not 
participate in such an initiative. rather, the trick is to be able to have participants experience 
the transformation as incremental change over the decades that are required to realize the 
peaceful type of transformation that gAns advocate. In such change processes, the very 
concept of “ownership” is redefined. However, participants must feel that they are “co-
owners” of the process if it is to be successful. they must feel the goals are their goals, or 
they will not devote the energy necessary to realize them.

Diversity-embracing 

This characteristic reflects the cultural component of the global-to-local challenge, and the 
challenge to integrate resources across organizational sectors. gAns are formed because 
traditional organizations’ attempts to address wicked issues are inadequate or outright 
unsuccessful. for example, in development the u.s. had government-led strategies in the 
1960s through the 1980s, at which point business-led strategies became the favored approach 
with the washington Consensus, which succumbed to other critiques (williamson, 2002). 
today we have the world water Council and the global fund to fight AIDs as gAns that 
reflect learning about limitations of government-led strategies. Traditional ethnic, linguistic, 
geographic, political, and business-government-civil society divisions require integration to 
be able to address the issues effectively – gAns are a collaborative enterprise.

the requirement of integration is obvious with environmental issues. the Climate group, 
for example, focuses on bridging business and local government; the marine stewardship 
Council brings together business, technical experts, and ngOs. gAns must demonstrate the 
ability to integrate into their governance and decision-making structure at least two of the 
three organizational sectors. Of course, the emerging archetype is that all three be engaged in 
a “whole systems” strategy.

inter-organizational network

networks come in many forms. Organizations are a particular kind of network: they have a 
hierarchical (vertical) control structure that is legitimized through legal incorporation. gAns 
are a very particular kind of network: inter-organizational. In their mature stage, they connect 
a very large number of organizations, with multiple hubs. Table 2 presents definitions for 
network types that are particularly important for gAns.

A major aspect of gAns is that they are inter-organizational networks composed of 
many inter-organizational partnerships. these partnerships comprise modest numbers of the 
network’s participants working together around a specific task often bounded by geography 
and sub-issues. The Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership, for example, has 
a brazilion project on solar water heating.

One role of the whole inter-organizational network is to ensure coherence of the diverse 
tasks that the partnerships are undertaking. this is particularly obvious with the global 
reporting Initiative (grI) as it develops a globally adopted framework for triple-bottom 
line accounting. ensuring coherence means creating “interventions” and stimulating certain 
activities within the network. for example, the grI undertakes revisions of its framework to 
continually advance standards. gAns operate with a tipping-point (gladwell, 2002, 2010) 
theory of change: when sufficient numbers of organizations begin adopting a business model 
that integrates the grI principles, it will become the “normal” business model, and others in 
the broader system will adopt it without even realizing how it was developed.
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table 2: types of networks

inter-
Personal

Organizational inter-Organizational 
Partnership

inter-Organizational 
network

System

legally 
Distinct 
entities

many One few Very many All 
stakeholders

Organization 
Structure

Informal hierarchical spoke and wheel multi-hub Diffuse

Organizing 
logic

Personal Administering/ 
managing

Coordination Coherence Diverse self-
direction

Operating 
focus

relation-
ships

Organization task system system 
boundaries

Participation Open Closed highly controlled loosely controlled external

source: Adapted from waddell (2011a: 25).

Global public goods producer

In economists’ jargon, public goods are those that share the quality of non-excludability and 
non-rivalry (Cowen, 1988; kaul, 2003). that means that when the good is available to one 
party, it is available to all, and that the consumption of the good by one party does not reduce 
its availability to others. “Air” is a classic example. gAns are in the business of developing 
these types of goods. for gAns, public goods are associated with the development of social 
and production systems. from this perspective, the global Compact is in the business of 
developing a new business model to the point where it is the “normal” business model. this 
will require new structures and values necessary for it to flourish. This new model will be 
something available for everyone to use – in fact, they will not even think about whether to 
use it, since it will be considered so obvious.

entrepreneurial action learner

gAns cultivate and support action in all parts of the system that they are working to change. 
They do not depend on a hierarchy of approval, which stifles voluntary leadership. However, 
successful gAns also emphasize discipline and harvesting of lessons to share more broadly 
and build collective capacity. Practitioners’ actions can be understood in terms of the action 
research/learning/inquiry (fisher, rooke, & torbert, 2003; reason & bradbury, 2001; 
revans, 1982; torbert, 2010) and even engaged scholarship (Van de Ven, 2007) traditions.

The action learning characteristic is particularly important because GAN’s challenges, such 
as eradicating diseases, are complex challenges. the adjective “complex” means something 
quite specific, as Snowden (2005) has described with great clarity. It is distinguished from 
a simple issue, where cause and effect are linear, quite closely related, and well defined. For 
example, filling holes in a street is something that requires very limited and easily defined 
actions that can be handled within a municipal government department. Complex is also 
distinguished from complicated, which refers to an issue that is relatively definable but 
requires a much larger number of interactions over a longer time period. A classic example 
is sending a person to the moon: this requires engaging a large number of organizations and 
people, but the science and implementation involve quite definable physical challenges.

Complex refers to situations where the answer is not known and is typically difficult 
to define because it involves many changing contextual variables and a large number of 
organizations and people. Paths to disease eradication do not follow the types of roll-
out processes associated with business scaling-up; success depends on learning in highly 
contextualized environments. the successes of the global fund to fight AIDs and the global 
Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization are associated with this gAn characteristic (Paina 
& Peters, 2011; stoever et al., 2011).

gAn issues require an approach of planting many seeds and nurturing their development, 
rather than promoting one or two big solutions as “the answer.” the latter will produce results 
that might be inappropriate in other contexts or quickly be bypassed by new developments. 
This action learning characteristic builds GANs’ ability to integrate all of the four challenges. 
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how to address the four challenges is not obvious. Answering this question requires action 
and learning to build capacity throughout the network through explicit learning, codifying, 
process innovation, and skills development.

voluntary leader

to realize their ambitious missions around global change, gAns must be collections of those 
who are truly engaged in realizing their visions of a better future. gAns must be spaces 
where organizations and people with resources and talent can productively work together 
for a shared vision that involves systemic change. gAns must be careful not to become 
trade associations, which are agents of the status quo and particular stakeholder interests. 
Also, they must not be seen as regulators who are outsiders enforcing rules on others. both 
of those types of organizations play important and valuable roles, but they are not gAns. 
A core tension for gAns is between their need to be led by those who truly are systemic 
change drivers and the need to engage a large number of participants in a system to realize 
the tipping point. 

leadership is part of the challenge facing the un global Compact (ungC), which aims 
to give life to ten universal labor, human rights, environmental and anti-corruption principles 
with a focus on business. Currently the ungC aims for 20,000 participants by 2020. It 
already has over 6,000, so the 2020 goal might not seem like a lot. Quality is also critical, 
but is 20,000 enough to realize a tipping point? the ungC and other gAns, being a new 
organizational form, have only their own individual and community experiences to reflect on. 
this again emphasizes the importance of having a disciplined action learning strategy. this 
important characteristic provides gAns with individuals who have the vision to address the 
four integrating challenges.

table 3: the seven gAn strategic Characteristics and Illustrative Questions

1. Global and multi-level: Are local and global appropriately connected and exchanging? Do the geographic 
foci within “global” make sense? 

2. Systemic change agent: Is the focus on incremental change? reform? transformation? short-term, long-
term? how explicit? Are people increasingly empowered? 

3. Diversity-embracing: Are the issue stakeholders sufficiently engaged? Is there a culture of respect and 
mutual understanding? 

4. inter-organizational network: Are organizations realizing value? Are the necessary sub-global and smaller 
issue organizations involved to realize the goals? 

5. Global public goods producer: Are the benefits of the network distributed? Is there a “greater good” ideal 
driving the process?

6. entrepreneurial action learner: Is there robust activity throughout the network? Are people “inventing” 
new approaches and taking advantage of new opportunities?

7. voluntary leader: Is network leadership shared? Is there a forward-tipping dimension to continually push 
frontiers? Is there renewal?

souerce: waddell (2011b).

table 3 summarizes the seven characteristics of a gAn. taken as a whole, the characteristics 
describe an entity that aims to do two things in particular that are related to addressing 
wicked global issues. One is to be a “big tent,” in the American vernacular, that embraces a 
wide variety of perspectives, resources, goals, and values. the other is to act: these are not 
theoretical organizations but rather ones that value grounded learning.

DeSiGn PrinCiPleS
gAns are associated with new approaches to governance of the commons. gAns are in the 
early stages of development as a new organizational form, with actual examples reflecting a 
wide variety of structures and processes. extrapolating from what is emerging and building 
on GANs’ strategic characteristics, what are the key design principles to guide structure and 
process definition? Valuing both parsimony and comprehensiveness, what design principles 
must be honored to have an effective gAn? five such principles are proposed.
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(1) Design around experience by taking action on an issue versus importing models 
and solutions. All of the gAns derive their support and legitimacy from effectively 
addressing substantive issues. sometimes this is categorically physical, such as with the 
physical environment or health. sometimes it is more ethereal but with a clear physical 
impact, such as defining and giving life to new standards as with certification and standard-
setting processes. Organizing around a substantive issue is a way to address the integrating 
challenges because it brings together diverse parties around objective realities that can be 
accurately described and analyzed.

when people think “global” with public issues, they almost inevitably jump into a 
geographic structure mindset with something like local-national-regional-continental-
global. this often leads them to get lost in “scale,” and to long theoretical discussions about 
structures and processes. this results in two problems. first, it denies the “entrepreneurial 
learning” strategy and development of processes and structures that arise out of experience in 
addressing a substantive issue. the second problem is that it leads to importing inappropriate 
mental models from other sectors about how to organize – very often with a traditional 
geographic one mimicking inter-governmental organizations (IgOs). but different strategies 
and issues have different and multiple “centers of gravity.” The Global Reporting Initiatives’ 
key center is an individual corporation – which leads to corporate-industry-global structure 
with industry the primary organizing imperative, and geography secondary. transparency 
International is organized around national chapters as its key unit, in large part because 
addressing corruption is seen as a national government enforcement issue. however, it 
has developed organizing strategies around “projects” with corruption pacts such as one 
associated with the billions of euros to develop the berlin airport. It works at the local level, 
such as in Bangladesh, with a large network of local centers to deepen action with people’s 
daily lives.

this principle also emphasizes the importance of thinking of design as a living, ongoing 
activity rather than a static, set-in-stone model. there needs to be commitment to evolving 
structure rather than to any particular organizational structure. this implies jettisoning 
cherished ideas about the value of permanence, as when a gAn founding leader described 
that he aimed to establish a “permanent organizational structure.” this approach denies the 
need to be responsive to successes and deepening understanding of challenges. As effective 
learning organizations, gAns need to continually evolve in response to success and deepened 
learning. For example, the International Land Coalition had significant success with its 
global-focused activities to realize integration of its goals into international agreements. the 
development of these enabling frameworks required shifting to implementation and shifting 
its processes and structures to focus on the national level; regional (continental) levels had 
less importance since they were not “implementers”. Continental regional activities made 
little sense outside of latin America, where language and history provided a rationale (iscale, 
2011).

this experienced-based approach provides opportunity for participants to come to know 
each other beyond stereotypes that often separate organizational sectors. As gAns develop 
with their expansive and systemic view, they come up against other issues and start to learn 
how to integrate them into their own concerns. Participants experience interconnectedness 
and learn to think of relationships in new ways.

(2) Integrate complexity and emergence versus linear, simple and defined. substantive 
physical issues are contrasted with more process-oriented issues that are often cross-cutting 
and critical. how gAns go about their work must skillfully draw from the understanding 
that they are working on complex adaptive systems (beinhocker, 1997; lissack, 1999) that 
require strategies of emergence (Lissack & Letiche, 2002) reflected in the entrepreneurial 
learning characteristic. this includes structures and processes to realize transformation, 
create consensual action amongst diverse interests, and create coherence globally. these 
are critical to GANs’ success, but they are not issues that people organize around as with 
substantive issues.

this approach challenges the mechanical industrial age that remains largely with us, in 
terms of how the vast majority of people think of organizational design. but the work of 
gAns is not a linear production process of simple cause-effect, root causes and replication. 
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Complexity theorists are not just saying human systems are like biological ones – they are 
saying they are biological ones (Beinhocker, 1997). The implications are significant:  

Complexity thus investigates emergent, dynamic and self-organizing systems that 
interact in ways that heavily influence the probabilities of later events (Prigogine, 
1997: 35). Such intersecting systems are like a ‘dynamical zoo’ involving changes in 
patterns that are ‘wildly unlike the smoothly additive changes of their simpler cousins’ 
(Axelrod & Cohen, 1999: 14). This complex systems world is a world of avalanches, 
of founder effects, self-restoring patterns, apparently stable regimes that suddenly 
collapse, punctuated equilibria, ‘butterfly effects’ and thresholds as systems tip from 
one state to another (Urry, 2005).

this principle shifts the challenge from one of integration of effort to creating coherence 
of action around the substantive issue. Integration implies an unachievable amount of 
coordination globally in response to a granularity in consensus that is very unlikely with 
GANs’ wicked problems; given the importance of GANs’ responsiveness to a widely diverse 
range of contexts, integration can actually generate problems.  

Coherence is a much higher level of agreement. lissack and letiche (2002: 84–85) 
describe it as: 

…a field of meaning(s) wherein people share complex structures of cognition and 
relate to one another from their shared rhetorical circumstance. Coherence entails an 
evolving, constantly changing, social cognitive situation. Experience of shared situation 
is crucial to coherence. In any situation, there are multiple possibilities; coherence is 
not one truth or an inevitable course of action. It is an acknowledged commonality of 
awareness, of circumstance.  

GANs’ design must support living with ambiguity and paradox while creating a common sense 
of the importance of the substantive issue. this is usually accomplished by creating one or a 
few common interventions/activities (such as development of Transparency International’s 
“transparency Index”) and by stimulating additional action that is appropriately informed by 
others’ experiences and priorities. This leads to “emergence” of solutions (Scharmer, 2001, 
2009). 

This design principle creates issues for GANs’ development. They have a natural tendency 
to be very action oriented and to be underdeveloped in thinking about how to take effective 
action. for example, although they spend enormous resources on collective learning, almost 
none have learning strategies or senior staff allocated to them. A recent survey revealed 
that despite the importance of collaborative effort, almost none use collaborative document 
development, project management, or contact management tools. In effect, they still have to 
understand and develop core competencies to realize success (waddell, 2011a).

this principle responds to all four integration challenges. In fact, it could be said that the 
principle actively embraces the challenges as sources of energy and innovation necessary to 
respond to critical global issues. the principle stresses that the answers are not “out there” to 
be purchased but are to be co-developed by learning about others’ perspectives and roles in 
possible futures. People are engaged in forward-thinking and acting to define how the future 
can be different and better rather than focusing on historic wrongs and conflicts.

(3) Create transcendence rather than a community of disparate interests. to hold 
together the diverse perspectives over time, a core strategy involves creating transcendence. 
this refers to the way gAns actually frame their work, to integrate the various objectives 
of their stakeholders into a coherent mission and vision. for example, business must see its 
profit-making objectives as part of the outcomes; government its goals of order and security; 
and civil society its values of justice and long-term community health. there is a longer-term 
gAn developmental trajectory to continually evolve transcendence that includes actually 
crossing the diverse issues that may be core to organizing, such as economic development, 
water, agriculture, health, and human rights. For example, the Global Water Partnerships’ 
success over time is expanding to include much broader environmental and economic 
concerns, and work with non–water–focused actors.

this work is helped by the complexity principle. “what complexity science metaphors 
do for an organization, is give its members access to both new words and new possibilities 
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for action. with the access to new actions comes the potential for new identity” (lissack, 
1999: 122). this “newness” is key to successful transcendence. transcending emphasizes the 
importance of GANs’ process skills and their ability to create meaningful connections across 
diverse cultures, objectives, values, and world views. It is core to all four of the integrating 
challenges. to respond to the temporal challenge, for example, gAns must produce valued 
outcomes in the time frames of all their stakeholders, but in general they are dealing with long-
term systemic change and transformation challenges. transcending encourages participants 
to move from their own centricities to understand those of others, which awakens new ways 
of seeing the whole.

(4) Develop holistic systems rather than islands of success. This principle reflects a 
true systems and network perspective of the whole that transcends a focus on individuals 
and organizations by focusing on issues, roles, and exchanges (Allee, 2003, 2008). this is 
a world well beyond the hierarchical and hub-and-spoke mental models that commonly are 
implicit or explicit parts of design principles. this is a world of decentralized initiative and 
“leaderfulness” (raelin, 2003). local and global are complementary, not hierarchical and 
competitive. gAns are about generating robust exchanges between participants who have a 
particular role in addressing an issue. They are also about bridging and filling in the structural 
holes (burt, 1992, 2004) that can be barriers to addressing issues. for example, the renewable 
Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership is about addressing capital and knowledge gaps. 
Verna Allee (2011), the founder of value network analysis, explains roles as:

…the many different ‘hats’ we wear. Those hats are actually different roles that we play. 
In Value Network Analysis (VNA) these different roles are represented as nodes in the 
network. In traditional organizations most work is organized around either a process 
or a job function. The concept of role is quite different, and evokes a different mindset 
about how work gets done.

Although organizations and individuals are important, more important is that the roles in 
the system are fulfilled, and this may be done by one or more individuals or organizations. 
Organizational health is dependent on the exchanges that occur between those playing their 
roles.  

gAns are always in development as networks, realizing that a core issue they are 
addressing is underorganization (brown, 1980). this principle is relevant to all four 
integrating challenges and leads to the imperative of creating gAns as multi-stakeholder 
and multi-level initiatives that are sensitive to the relationship between their focal issues and 
other issues.  

(5) emphasize trust and participation rather than representation and membership.
gAns possess one core asset: trust. they are organizations with few, if any, “sticks” to ensure 
participation; they really depend on carrots. the core carrot is what the gAn can produce of 
value for participants’ collective mission, as well as for an individual participant. Participants 
must feel their views and interests are part and parcel of the GANs’ functioning.  

given the diversity of gAns and their global focus, which means they must engage 
thousands of organizations for success, ensuring trust is no simple matter. One way is to 
design governance rules  to mandate representation of diverse stakeholders. however, this is 
a formidable challenge, considering the dynamic nature of how gAns address their issues, 
and the diversity of stakeholders in a glocal network. As this article has suggested, identity 
is increasingly a multi-dimensional thing. the answer is to break out of traditional thinking 
of “representation” and “membership,” and to emphasize the importance of maintaining 
and building trust when developing decision-making processes and structures. Do decision-
makers inspire trust from Luhman’s (1979) three dimensions – trust in shared understanding, 
objectives, and abilities? Do they have the respect of system stakeholders? Individuals may 
reflect a stakeholder group’s interests or those of a particular organization, but the expectation 
that they “represent” them in a traditional sense is usually an unreasonable, confusing, 
unproductive route. Participants are “voluntary leaders” and personal passion is important; as 
action entrepreneurs their role is to find ways to develop meaningful action for stakeholders 
and organizations with whom they associate.
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there does need to be some formal legal structure which requires “owners/members.” 
but any legal structure is going to be a great compromise: other than for intergovernmental 
organizations (which come with their own structural limitations), there is no way to 
incorporate globally, and a national jurisdiction must be chosen. there is no “intersectoral” 
structure – in the end a business, governmental, or ngO legal structure will be necessary. we 
still have to invent the legal structures appropriate for gAns.

Of course, trust also requires openness and clarity in accessing and becoming part of 
decision-making. but given the dynamic nature of the issues gAns are addressing, these 
should be experienced as enabling rather than as confining; as open rather than closed; as 
focused on supporting effective rather than simply functionary action. this principle might 
be referred to (either negatively or positively) as the “faith” principle: the need to develop 
and maintain an experienced reality of respect and mutual commitment. the complexity 
of issues, the long-term horizons in addressing them, and the wide variety of interests and 
perspectives are more than any one person can “hold.” In the end, the sense of a shared 
understanding and intention is key to addressing the integration problems. we still have to 
develop the etiquettes, logics, processes, structures, and ceremonies to adequately give life 
to this principle.  

DiSCuSSiOn
these principles are presented as the basis for designing solutions to the four integrating 
challenges presented by differences in sense-making represented by organizational sectors, 
glocal focus, temporal span, and substantive issue silos. they are presented as a new way 
to think about social contract development globally. One part of the shift is represented by 
figure 1.

This figure illustrates a shift from the “big government – big labor – big business” social 
contract generator when economic and physical security were the imperatives following 
the great Depression and world war II. It suggests that we are now in a world where the 
state is not in charge, nor is it the representative of individuals’ interests (as promoted by 
traditional social contract theory). rather, the organizational sectors become key agents in 
social contract development. where does this leave the individual, who for 500 years in the 
west has been seen as the building block for social contract? this is an important challenge 
to the west, particularly the united states, where individualism is such an outstanding feature 
(hofstede, 1993). but does this emerging social contract formulation actually diminish the 
role of the individual, or considering the diversity of identities such as the one illustrated in the 
opening of this article, have the options actually been enriched? the description contrasting 
individualism and collectivism suggests some basic shifts in our concept of “individual”:

Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose: 
everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate family. 
Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which people from birth onwards are 
integrated into strong, cohesive ingroups, which throughout people’s lifetime continue 
to protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty (Hofstede, 1993: 5).

fig. 1. shifting relationships between Organizational sectors
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In this emerging social contract world, where identity is fragmenting and “family” is being 
significantly redefined (Economist, 2011a, b; Newport, 2011) “individualism” takes on new 
meaning. Perhaps the gAn strategy to embrace diversity is actually a good reformulated 
approach for a globalized world. gAns do not challenge the value of individuals. rather, they 
challenge the operationalization of value as one person, one vote in favor of an organizational 
or higher level as the key unit. gAns aim to transcend this operational interpretation while 
embracing its continued legitimacy for the state and other organizations.

box 1: Principles for governing the Commons (Ostrom, 2005)
1. Clearly defined boundaries. The boundaries of the resource system (e.g., irrigation system or fishery) and 

the individuals or households with rights to harvest resource units are clearly defined. 
2. Proportional equivalence between benefits and costs. Rules specifying the amount of resource products 

that a user is allocated are related to local conditions and to rules requiring labor, materials, and/or money 
inputs. 

3. Collective-choice arrangements. many of the individuals affected by harvesting and protection rules are 
included in the group who can modify these rules. 

4. monitoring. monitors, who actively audit biophysical conditions and user behavior, are at least partially 
accountable to the users and/or are the users themselves. 

5. graduated sanctions. users who violate rules-in-use are likely to receive graduated sanctions (depending 
on the seriousness and context of the offense) from other users, from officials accountable to these users, 
or from both. 

6. Conflict-resolution mechanisms. Users and their officials have rapid access to low-cost, local arenas to 
resolve conflict among users or between users and officials. 

7. minimal recognition of rights to organize. the rights of users to devise their own institutions are not 
challenged by external governmental authorities, and users have long-term tenure rights to the resource.

When the entity is part of a larger system:  
8. nested enterprises. Activities are organized in multiple layers of nested enterprises.

gAns are essentially about developing global public goods (kaul, 2003) and managing the 
global commons (hardin, 1968) with a logic of collaborative governance (Zadek, 2005). 
Principles for governance of the commons have been developed by, most notably, Ostrom 
(Ostrom, 1990; Ostrom, burger, field, norgaard, & Policansky, 1999). her design principles, 
shown in  box 1, arise from studies of long-enduring institutions for governing sustainable 
resources rather than global Action networks. the questions gAns address are often more 
ethereal, and certainly not so obvious or as easy to “touch” as the irrigation systems, forest 
management schemes, and fisheries that Ostrom focuses on.  

Ostrom’s design principles provide an interesting comparison to the five discussed here. 
A quick comparison is useful to deepen understanding of the ones proposed for gAns. 
Ostrom’s principles are broadly complementary to the ones presented here. Ostrom’s are 
naturally flavored by her focus on governance of resources, which may or may not be 
an issue for gAns. her principles in general are much more like operational guidelines 
than organizational design. this means the principles proposed here are somewhat more 
conceptual, at a higher level of abstraction, and more parsimonious. both might usefully be 
read together; the one exception is that Ostrom emphasizes “clearly defined boundaries,” 
whereas the proposed principles suggest boundaries actually shift as an issue develops and 
evolves. In fact, the local resource pools that are the source of Ostrom’s principles might be 
subsets of a gAn: the gAn principles would embrace them as one particular response to the 
gAn issue.

COnCluSiOnS
GANs’ “big-tent” action approach holds great promise for addressing the four integration 
challenges. It does not start with the goal of broad-based agreement as a precursor, as do 
traditional international problem-setting strategies such as ones for climate change and other 
conventions. gAns provide for action by those who perceive common interest, demonstrating 
innovative ways to address global challenges until they become a new dominant norm. 
unlike many ngO activists, gAn leaders do not spend energy berating the laggards, but 
focus on creation. unlike many businesses, they do not simply focus on narrow interests but 
emphasize the connection between interests. 
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the organizing principles animating gAns suggest a big shift away from the traditional 
inter-governmental strategies to address big global issues such as climate change reflected 
in the kyoto Accord and un framework Convention on Climate Change, a multi-decade 
process. more fundamentally, they raise big issues about how we approach the development 
of social contracts globally as well as sacrosanct assumptions such as the role of one 
person, one vote. these design principles suggest the need for shifting mental models from 
several perspectives, as has been articulated in their titles. People coming from traditional 
organizational structures to GANs often import conflicting mental models. This can have 
significant negative impacts. The Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition, for example, was 
initiated on the path of becoming a gAn by its founding leaders. new leaders imported a 
mental model that eventually produced what today is essentially an international ngO, with 
hierarchy and geographical offices. That type of organization can still be useful, but whether 
it will be as impactful as a gAn is doubtful.  

writing about “wicked problems” from a perspective of multiple types of design, 
buchanan (1992: 10) comments: “Properly understood and used, [these areas of design 
thinking] are also places of invention shared by all designers, places where one discovers the 
dimensions of design thinking by a reconsideration of problems and solutions.” this type of 
design thinking invention is badly needed to address global challenges, respond to societal 
integration-differentiation needs, and define improved paths to the increasingly important 
question of how to develop global social contracts. gAns represent one possible path. 

this article began with reference to challenges to the emergence of a prosperous, 
peaceful, and healthy global civilization and planet. with the specters of environmental 
degradation, weapons of mass destruction, widespread famine, and devastating pandemics, 
the role of gAns should be broadened into a top priority. the reality is that aside from a 
few organizations in the health arena (notably the global fund to fight AIDs), gAns are 
struggling. they are severely resource-constrained (who pays for such global public goods 
production not controlled by government?) and, quite frankly, not terribly sophisticated in 
terms of competencies needed for success (waddell, 2011a). this must change, through new 
financing mechanisms and increased research and knowledge to support developing the 
networks’ competencies in the context of their complex issue arenas. We must become much 
more skillful in developing large system transformational change in complex, global arenas.
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Abstract: there is increasing consensus among practitioners and academics alike that we 
are in the midst of a paradigm shift from producer-centered and internal innovation processes 
toward user-centered and open innovation processes. This paradigm shift induces significant 
changes to the design of organizations. Even though the research field of user innovation has 
been developing over a period of more than four decades, there have been only occasional 
intersections with the research field of organizational design. In this article, we aim to provide 
an integrated perspective of the two fields. We first identify major user innovation strategies. 
We then derive the implications for each user innovation strategy on key dimensions of 
organizational design.

Keywords: User innovation; organization design

the point of departure for this article is the growing literature around the phenomenon 
that companies are in the midst of a paradigm shift from closed, producer-centered ways 
of innovating to open, user-centered innovation processes (Chesbrough, 2003; von hippel, 
2005). to improve innovation performance and increase competitiveness, more and more 
firms are employing user innovation strategies (von Hippel, 2005). Such strategies have 
proven to be of high value to almost every type of company; both start-ups and well-
established companies, irrespective of the industry they are operating in, can benefit from 
incorporating the creative potential of “external” individuals and organizations into the 
innovation process (Bogers, afuah, & Bastian, 2010; hienerth, Keinz, & Lettl, 2011).

research has devoted a great deal of attention to describing particular approaches, such 
as the lead-user method (Lüthje & herstatt, 2004; von hippel, 1986), toolkits for user 
innovation and design (von hippel, 2001; von hippel & Katz, 2002), and the development 
and management of user communities (füller, Matzler, & hoppe, 2008; schau, Muñiz, & 
arnould, 2009). Despite the voluminous description and documentation, the implementation 
of user innovation strategies remains a challenging undertaking. Often, companies fail 
to benefit from these strategies because of a lack of organizational preparedness. For 
example, the “not-invented-here” syndrome of employees (Katz & allen, 1982), as well 
as general organizational inertia (Kelly & Amburgey, 1991; Witteloostuijn, 1998), limit 
the absorptive capacity of companies (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990) and prevent them from 
effectively leveraging the input from external sources (hienerth et al., 2011). therefore, 
opening up a company’s core business processes, such as r&D, and product development 
and commercialization, calls for a substantial organizational re-design.

In this article, we present a framework that encompasses different types of user innovation 
strategies and derive specific recommendations for the organizational design of companies 
employing these strategies. In line with Burton and Obel (2004), we apply a multi-
contingency information-processing view to address the specific challenges in designing an 
organization for user innovation. We theorize on both the structural and human components 
of organizational design (Burton & Obel, 2004; Burton, Obel, & Desanctis, 2011) and carve 
out their specific importance with regard to the implementation of different types of user 

http://www.jorgdesign.net
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innovation strategies. We use the framework for organization design of Burton and Obel 
(2004) and Burton et al. (2011) as it is widely used by scholars and practitioners alike.

In the first section of our article, we provide a comprehensive overview of the most 
important approaches to integrate users into a company’s core business processes. We then 
present our framework of user innovation strategies and explore the need for organizational 
re-design dependent on these strategies. Based on these insights, we provide concrete 
recommendations on how to design the organization for each of the identified user innovation 
strategies. finally, we discuss the generalizability of our framework and outline future 
research directions.

existing User innOvAtiOn APPrOAChes

rationale of user innovation strategies

User innovation strategies are based on the insight that users are an important source of 
creative ideas for new products or services in many industries, ranging from It solutions 
to sporting and medical equipment (Baldwin, hienerth, & von hippel, 2006; franke & von 
hippel, 2003; herstatt & von hippel, 1992; Jeppesen & frederiksen, 2006; Lettl, herstatt, & 
gemuenden, 2006; Morrison, roberts, & von hippel, 2000; Urban & von hippel, 1988; von 
Hippel, 2005). What makes users such valuable sources of inspiration is their use experience. 
Users know best the strengths and weaknesses of a given product in daily use. thus, if a 
product does not fit their current needs, users know which product attributes need to be 
changed or which novel functions should be integrated in order to improve the product. In 
addition, some users have very urgent needs for a product that perfectly fits their requirements 
and start developing customized solutions on their own (von hippel, 2005). furthermore, 
users have been shown to be of high value in the diffusion of innovations (hienerth & Lettl, 
2011). User innovation strategies aim at exploiting these external sources of competitive 
advantage by systematically integrating users into the company’s core business processes. 
there is a considerable body of literature on methods and instruments for the integration 
of users into corporate innovation and marketing activities. these methods are diverse and 
come with different value propositions. 

Lead-user method 

the lead-user method is a systematic approach to identify and, in a second step, involve a 
special group of highly advanced and progressive users into corporate innovation processes 
for the purpose of generating radically new innovations. such progressive users – usually 
referred to as lead-users – have been found to be capable of developing truly novel solutions 
with high commercial attractiveness (franke, von hippel, & schreier, 2006; Lilien, Morrison, 
Searls, Sonnack, & von Hippel, 2002). They possess two specific characteristics making 
them valuable contributors to corporate innovation processes: they have a leading-edge 
position with regard to an important market trend, and they have a high individual expected 
benefit from an innovation (Morrison et al., 2000; Urban & von Hippel, 1988; von Hippel, 
1986, 2005). first, lead-users are ahead of the mass market: they face certain needs much 
earlier than average users (“trend leadership”). Second, because of their specific need and a 
lack of available solutions, lead-users are highly motivated to engage in innovative activities 
on their own (the literature refers to this aspect as “high expected benefit”). As lead-users 
anticipate needs of the mass market because of their trend leadership, their solutions are very 
likely to become attractive to large market segments (Lilien et al., 2002; Lüthje & herstatt, 
2004; von hippel, 1986). however, lead user–generated solutions tend to be radical in terms 
of technical sophistication and viability; thus, demand for lead-user innovations in the mass 
market usually emerges after a time lag along the diffusion curve (hienerth & Lettl, 2011; 
Lilien et al., 2002). 

Due to the high value proposition of lead-user generated concepts and solutions, an 
increasing number of companies try to tackle the creative potential of this source of innovation. 
Most of the existing initiatives for integrating lead-users follow the logic of the lead-user 
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method as described by von hippel (1986) and are designed as projects with limited time 
frame and scope. In a first step, the company defines a search field – a certain market calling 
for an innovative new product or a specific technological problem that is to be solved. In the 
next step, the field is searched for the most important trends (yet unsatisfied user needs), and 
consequently for lead-users that are ahead of those trends. Ultimately, the identified lead-
users are invited to participate in a workshop together with a cross-functional project team 
consisting of employees of the company. the goal of these workshops is to generate a small 
number of concrete and radical new product concepts (herstatt & von hippel, 1992; Lüthje 
& herstatt, 2004; von hippel, 1986). 

Crowdsourcing and user communities

Crowdsourcing denotes a user innovation approach that is very different from the lead-
user method. Instead of looking for a very specific group of highly innovative users who 
generate radical innovations, crowdsourcing – also referred to as “broadcast search” 
(Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010) or “innovation tournaments” (terwiesch & Xu, 2008) – focuses 
on outsourcing innovation-related tasks such as idea generation for new-product design to 
the broad crowd of external users. the basic premise of crowdsourcing is that large groups 
of external problem solvers with heterogeneous backgrounds, skills, and abilities are more 
likely to provide a wide range of adequate solutions to innovation-related problems than the 
internal r&D department (terwiesch & Xu, 2008). Often, crowdsourcing initiatives take the 
form of a competition. The focal producer firm invites external individuals to participate and 
to compete for prizes sponsored by the company.

A special form of crowdsourcing is the collaboration of focal producer firms with so-called 
user communities. User communities are informal, self-organized (online) networks of users 
that exchange information and knowledge as well as innovative ideas and artifacts related to 
a topic or field of common interest (e.g., the product of the focal producer firm) (Franke & 
shah, 2003; harhoff, henkel, & von hippel, 2003; von hippel, 2007). Instead of competing, 
users organized within a user community frequently interact and collaborate around a product 
of shared interest. In contrast to hierarchies or other forms of networks, exchange processes 
between members in user communities are not based on formal contracts but on “relational 
contracts” in the sense of trust, shared norms and values, and general reciprocity (Murray 
& O’Mahony, 2007). support to individual user innovators from their peer community has 
been shown to be an important success factor (Baldwin et al., 2006; franke & von hippel, 
2003; hienerth & Lettl, 2011; Jeppesen & frederiksen, 2006) as it allows for cumulative 
innovation, that is, building on the solutions of others (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Murray & 
O’Mahony, 2007; von hippel, 2007). furthermore, user communities provide a setting for 
the identification of attractive ideas and for the effective identification of flaws. As Raymond 
(1999) puts it in his well-known quote, “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow.” In 
addition, user communities provide support to the innovative activities not only in the ideation 
phase but also in later stages of the innovation process. Prior research has also revealed that 
user communities help in the diffusion of an innovation and are vibrant arenas for new-firm 
creation by user innovators themselves, making them valuable from a marketing perspective 
(Baldwin et al., 2006; franke & shah, 2003; shah & tripsas, 2007). 

toolkits and mass customization

toolkits for user innovation and design are user-friendly and integrated sets of product-design, 
prototyping, and design-testing tools intended for use by end-users (von hippel, 2005; von 
hippel & Katz, 2002). the underlying idea of the toolkit approach is to shift innovation-
related product-design tasks from the focal producer firm to the users by equipping them 
with online tools and enabling them to customize a product to their individual needs and 
preferences completely on their own (thomke & von hippel, 2002; von hippel, 2005; 
von hippel & Katz, 2002). the toolkit provides a selection of different characteristics for 
each product dimension (e.g., blue, red, or green). Users can then choose the preferred 
characteristic for each product dimension and thus configure their own products. The toolkit 
approach was first applied in the semiconductor industry (Thomke & von Hippel, 2002) and 
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the computer games industry (Jeppesen & Molin, 2003; Prügl & schreier, 2006). today, 
it is used in many different fields, including toys, foods, and financial services because of 
its high value proposition. for example, research has shown that the users’ willingness to 
pay increases substantially if they are allowed to design their own solutions and/or products 
(franke, Keinz, & steger, 2009; franke & Piller, 2004). second, toolkits for user innovation 
and design can be used as valid marketing tools: Observing the interaction of users with 
the toolkit and tracking those design specifications chosen most often gives hints on how 
to design standard products for the vast majority of customers not using the toolkit (franke 
& Piller, 2004). In contrast to the lead-user method or collaboration with user communities 
in the course of crowdsourcing activities, the toolkit approach – as implemented by most 
manufacturers employing this method – aims at mass customization and does not focus on 
the generation of radical new solutions. 

neeD fOr OrgAnizAtiOnAL (re-)Design when 
emPLOying User innOvAtiOn strAtegies

A typology of user innovation strategies

In the previous section, we presented the most important user innovation methods. Obviously, 
these methods differ greatly from each other with respect to their value proposition as well 
as their sustainability and the number of external individuals and groups integrated into the 
company’s business processes. for example, the lead-user method is often organized as a 
project of limited time with only a few external contributors. such initiatives are independent 
of the company’s organizational routines and standard core business processes. In contrast, 
toolkits for user innovation and design are intended to involve a large number of people in 
corporate innovation processes. They are usually implemented for an indefinite period of 
time since their construction is a costly and timely task and regarded as an investment. thus, 
companies providing such online design platforms for customized products often decide to 
set up a mass customization strategy. 

these various differences between the user innovation methods affect the need for 
organizational re-design in companies employing these approaches. for the lead-user 
method, the need for organizational re-design will be comparatively low and for the most part 
limited to the human components of our organizational (re-)design framework (including 
work processes, people, coordination and control, and incentive mechanisms). In the case 
of crowdsourcing and toolkits/mass customization, it will be significantly greater and also 
include the structural dimensions of organizational design (goals, strategy, and structure). 
figure 1 illustrates these considerations.

fig. 1. types of user innovation approaches
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searching strategy

Companies in the lower left corner apply what we call “searching” user innovation strategies. 
these strategies build on user innovation initiatives that are of limited duration and involve 
only a small number of external individuals. the typical user innovation methods applied 
in such a setting are collaboration with elite circles (Pisano & verganti, 2008) and the lead-
user method. the challenges of the lead-user method with regard to organizational design 
are manifold but limited to the human components of our multi-contingency information 
processing view of organizational design: First, the company has to find employees (from 
different functional areas within the company) who are willing to participate in a project 
with unknown external individuals and an unpredictable output in addition to their day-
to-day tasks. these internal project team members need to be open to inputs of external 
users that sometimes might be perceived as lacking an expert status. If the company-internal 
project members do not believe in the value of lead-user projects and fail to act as internal 
ambassadors of this initiative, lead-users’ concepts are very likely to suffer from a lack of 
acceptance within the focal producer firm and can become victim of the “not-invented-here” 
syndrome. thus, the “people” component of our organizational design framework plays a 
major role for companies employing the lead-user method. 

another aspect regarding the human component deals with the recruiting of the lead-users. 
the lead-users themselves are the most crucial success factor in lead-user projects. If the 
company fails to identify real lead-users (trend leaders with the ability and willingness to 
contribute to corporate innovation processes) or invites the “wrong” individuals, the whole 
project may be compromised. thus, the company has to implement a new type of business 
process, the systematic search for lead-users such as by means of pyramiding or broadcast 
search (von Hippel, Franke, & Prügl, 2009). If identified, lead-users have to be willing to 
participate in the project. Usually, lead-users do not claim any monetary rewards for their 
contribution from the outset. Because they have an urgent need themselves for an innovative 
solution, they are willing to collaborate with the focal producer firm and freely reveal their 
needs-based knowledge (von hippel, 2007; von hippel & von Krogh, 2006). however, if the 
cooperation continues after the actual lead-user workshop (e.g., when certain lead-users are 
invited to participate in the development of a prototype), monetary incentives as well as IP 
rights become an issue. In this case, the company has to think about control and incentive 
systems as well. however, isolated lead-user projects and other short-term user innovation 
initiatives involving only a small number of external individuals (e.g., elite circles) do not 
affect the company’s goals, strategies, and structures.

harvesting strategy

the same is true of companies pursuing activities that can be referred to as “harvesting” 
user innovation strategies. Companies following a harvesting strategy also only occasionally 
engage in user innovation activities; they can be differentiated from companies following 
searching strategies by the number of external users involved in corporate innovation 
processes. Usually, harvesting strategies take the form of crowdsourcing activities with a 
limited time scope (e.g., innovation contests), to which a large number of people are invited. 
the higher number of external contributors in innovation contests (as compared to isolated 
lead-user projects) increases complexity of the user innovation initiative and calls for a more 
comprehensive organizational re-design. however, as in the case of searching strategies, 
the most important challenges in preparing the organization for harvesting user innovation 
strategies primarily address the human components of organizational design. for example, 
conducting an innovation contest might bear the risk of loss of control of the producer firm 
with respect to the new product development. When inviting a large number of unknown 
people to contribute ideas and concepts, it is difficult to align the creative activities of the 
crowd with the focal producer firm’s strategy (Hienerth et al., 2011). A good example was the 
innovation contest sponsored by Pril (a brand of the henkel group) in which the company 
offered an award for a new bottle design for dish liquid. Participants submitted thousands of 
designs, among them a high proportion of designs that were perceived as being inappropriate 
by Pril because of a misfit with the corporate strategy and values. Pril refused to award those 
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designs, although the customers had rated them very high. as a result, Pril ran into a Pr 
disaster and was accused of ignoring their customers’ wishes (Breithut, 2011). 

A final issue is that users might perceive a company’s crowdsourcing activities as “unfair” 
exploitation of their work force. thus, organizational design activities also have to comprise 
the set-up of the crowdsourcing initiative. The focal producer firm has to develop routines 
and processes with regard to dealing with IP rights issues, and develop incentive systems 
based on monetary and non-monetary rewards (like gains in reputation of the contributors) 
if the company actually builds on user-generated content (franke, Klausberger, & Keinz, 
2012b). On the other hand, employees (especially members of the r&D and the marketing 
departments) of the focal producer firm might perceive the outsourcing of ideation processes 
as a threat to their competences and responsibilities. Organizational design has to address this 
aspect in order to foster the acceptance of the content and ideas generated and prevent the 
crowdsourcing initiative from becoming a cosmetic marketing event.

the proportion of companies pursuing searching and harvesting user innovation strategies 
is rather high in practice. research shows that many companies engage in lead-user projects or 
crowdsourcing activities only on the occasion of a special problem which could not be solved 
internally (Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010; Lilien et al., 2002). In such cases, the company does 
not intend to employ the user innovation approach on a continuous basis. Due to the short-
term perspective and the project character of the initiative, the company’s goals, strategies, 
and organizational structures do not need to be adapted. however, as soon as the integration 
of users becomes an ongoing and more systematic business activity within the company, 
structural components of our organizational design framework become more important. 
Companies following “cooperation” and “ecosystem” user innovation strategies have chosen 
to employ user innovation methods and instruments with a long-term perspective. 

Cooperation strategy

this strategy builds on a relatively low number of external contributors (e.g., in the course of 
lead-user projects) on a continuous basis. Companies employing cooperation strategies face 
the same challenges for organizational re-designs as those following searching strategies. In 
addition, the decision to integrate lead-users on a continuous basis is often accompanied by 
a shift in the global corporate strategy towards innovation leadership within the respective 
industry. the company has to be open to and prepared for the development and marketing 
of truly novel and disruptive solutions with a high commercial potential but also a limited 
technological feasibility (Lilien et al., 2002; Lüthje & herstatt, 2004). furthermore, the 
company’s organizational structure has to adapt to the new business processes (as described 
in the section on the lead-user method) associated with conducting lead-user projects.

ecosystem strategy

this strategy focuses on the collaboration with a large number of company-external 
individuals (e.g., by employing toolkits for user innovation and design or collaborating 
with user communities). the ecosystem user innovation strategies (in the upper right corner 
of figure 1) usually cause the highest need for a fundamental organizational re-design, as 
user innovation methods typically used in such settings (e.g., toolkits for user innovation 
and design or the long-term collaboration with user communities) almost inevitably tackle 
the organization’s structural dimensions. as indicated earlier, providing a toolkit for user 
innovation and design, for example, almost always goes along with the implementation of a 
mass customization strategy on the corporate level. But offering customized products instead 
of or in addition to standard products means to target new customer segments, as the value 
proposition to the customer changes (Pine, Bart, & Boynton, 1993). Mass customization 
strategies also affect the organizational structure and the core business processes. for 
example, the production system, as well as the distribution system, has to be re-organized 
in order to deal with “markets of one” (Bardakci & Whitelock, 2003). If companies fail to 
adapt structurally to this new strategy, they are likely to run into trouble, as the cases of some 
industry leaders – including toyota, Levi strauss, Dow Jones, Mattel, and Motorola – that 
have tried to employ mass customization strategies have shown (franke & Piller, 2004; Pine 
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et al., 1993). thus, companies have to reorganize themselves with respect to strategy and 
structure. the same is true for companies constantly cooperating with user communities. the 
scope of their organizational activities increases as they have to manage external, informally 
organized social entities. On the other hand, the responsibilities as well as the scope of the 
activities of the r&D and the marketing departments within the company might change. 
these changes need to be considered in the organizational structure of the focal producer 
firms.

table 1 provides an overview of the challenges of different user innovation strategies 
with regard to organizational re-design. In the next section, we will build upon these insights 
and develop generic design principles that help the company to internally prepare for user 
innovation.

table 1. Design challenges of the different user innovation strategies

User innovation 
strategy

typical 
methods

Challenges for organizational design Component addressed

searching • Lead-user 
method

• Unwillingness of employees to participate 
in lead-user projects due to additional work 
and “not-invented-here” syndrome

• People
• Incentive systems

• need for new processes (e.g., the search 
for lead-users and the evaluation of their 
lead-user status)

• Work processes

• Development of cooperation templates (if 
lead-users are asked to help in the further 
development of their ideas) including 
incentive systems and an IP strategy

• Work processes
• Incentive and control/

coordination systems

harvesting • Innovation 
contests

• alignment of innovative activities by 
internals with corporate strategy

• Incentive and control/
coordination systems

• avoiding the perception of being “unfair” 
or exploiting external problem solvers (e.g., 
distributive and procedural fairness)

• People
• Work Processes

• Outsourcing of ideation might be perceived 
as a threat by members of r&D and 
marketing department

• People

Cooperation • Lead-user 
method

• expert circles 
(repeatedly 
conducted)

• Capability building on the individual level
• need for learning processes from prior lead 

user projects
• Development of cooperation templates and 

a learning base

• People
• Work processes
• Incentive and control/

coordination systems

• global corporate strategy needs to change 
toward innovation leadership

• goals
• strategy

• new responsibilities for establishing long-
term relationships with lead-users

• structure
• Work processes

ecosystem • toolkits 
for user 
innovation 
and design

• Co-creation 
with user 
communities

• Lack of capability to understand complex 
ecosystems

• recognizing and designing the interfaces
• aligned incentives/coordination systems 

among r&D, production, and marketing

• People
• Work processes
• Incentive and control/

coordination systems

• global corporate strategy needs to 
change because of new value proposition 
to customers (e.g., toward innovation 
leadership, mass customization, etc.) 

• goals
• strategy

• re-organization of manufacturing and 
distribution system associated with a re-
design of the organizational structure

• Work processes
• structure

• new responsibilities for managing the user 
community

• structure
• Work processes
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Design PrinCiPLes fOr COmPAnies emPLOying User 
innOvAtiOn strAtegies
Based on the challenges of user innovation strategies for organizational design discussed 
in the previous section, we present design principles that help the firm to prepare for user 
innovation. 

Design principles for searching strategies 

as described earlier, user innovation strategies of short duration and the involvement of a low 
number of external individuals do not call for fundamental changes within the organization. 
however, to prevent lead-user projects from failure, the following design principles should 
be applied.

1. Convince employees by demonstrating the potential of user-generated content and by 
creating appropriate incentive systems.

One of the biggest obstacles against lead-user projects or other initiatives of integrating 
external individuals lacking an “expert” status into corporate innovation processes is the 
reluctance of employees to engage in such endeavors (see table 1). Psychological barriers 
like the “not-invented-here” syndrome as well as the fear of having to fulfill new tasks in 
addition to the daily work cannot be overcome by command from the top management. 
Instead, producer firms need to convince the middle management (e.g., the head of the R&D 
department or the division managers) of the high creative potential and solution-related 
know-how lying outside the company. research has shown that the middle management 
plays an important role in establishing innovative processes as people on this management 
level often play the role of innovation champions (Hauschildt & Schewe, 2000; Witte, 1977), 
making them capable of asserting user innovation initiatives. a good means of convincing the 
middle management of the integration of external individuals into the innovation activities is 
to collect evidence of the high quality of external inputs. Companies like Coloplast or Lego 
have confessed to open innovation strategies only after the management had been presented 
with concepts (including detailed and highly sophisticated construction plans of user-
generated innovations) that were freely circulating in user communities without the company 
even knowing about them (hienerth et al., 2011). another important aspect is to establish 
incentive systems that reward truly novel ideas and concepts. as has been shown, lead-user 
generated innovations on average are radical innovations developed in-house (Lilien et al., 
2002). Last, devoting a certain percentage of the employees’ regular working time to the 
lead-user project might motivate them to engage in such projects and underline the strategic 
importance attributed to such initiatives. Industry leaders such as google, 3M, and IBM 
have allow their employees to work part-time on creative activities and have perceived such 
activities to be successful (vise & Malseed, 2005).

2. Development of competencies with regard to identifying lead-users and moderating 
lead-user workshops.

Conducting an r&D project together with external individuals is associated with tasks 
novel to the organization. Lead-users that are capable of contributing solutions to a specific 
internal problem have to be identified and, when found, put into a specific workshop setting in 
which they jointly develop solutions together with company representatives. Both activities, 
searching for lead-users (usually based on social search methods like pyramiding and/or 
broadcasting, see von hippel et al. (2009)) as well as organizing and moderating the lead-user 
workshop (hienerth, Poetz, & von hippel, 2007) are challenging tasks that are quite different 
from those within traditional innovation projects and call for experienced facilitators. thus, 
it is important to acquire these new competencies, either by building them internally or by 
hiring external project managers possessing specific experience with such projects.

3. Development of cooperation incentives.
As explained earlier, users innovate for the purpose of satisfying their own, very specific 

and urgent needs. as they usually do not start their innovative activities with the intention to 
commercialize their solutions and concepts, they freely reveal their ideas (von hippel, 1986, 
2005; von hippel & von Krogh, 2006). If invited to a company’s lead-user workshop, the 
interest in the topic, the prospect of meeting and exchanging with other people with similar 
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interests, the enjoyment of jointly developing ideas that could be useful for themselves, 
or just the honor of being regarded as an “expert” by the company motivates lead-users 
to participate in such projects without any monetary compensation. however, as soon as 
the company takes up a lead-user generated idea and decides to prolong cooperation after 
the lead-user workshop (e.g., for the purpose of getting support in the development of a 
prototype), it has to think about incentives for the lead-user to enter such a collaboration. 
Because of their intrinsic motivation, lead-users are very often not satisfied with traditional 
consulting contracts including fixed daily consultancy fees. In addition to such contracts, 
lead-users very often claim the right to use and commercialize the invention on their own if 
the company – for whatever reason – fails to market it. furthermore, the reputational gain by 
being named as the original inventor in the case of successful commercialization also plays 
an important role for lead-users. Interestingly, the incentives for lead-users to collaborate 
with a focal producer firm are quite similar to those of contributors to open-source projects 
(von hippel & von Krogh, 2006). 

Design principles for harvesting strategies

Involving a large number of external individuals into corporate innovation processes, even if 
the project runs only a short period of time, as in the case of innovation contests, comes with 
a broad range of problems (see table 1). the following design principles help to overcome 
these obstacles.

1. Clear descriptions of the problem and solution parameters as well as implementation 
of incentive and control systems.

Innovation contests are open calls (hosted by a company) to an unknown group of potential 
problem solvers to work on a specific problem and to submit adequate solutions. The company 
then chooses the best solution for the purpose of commercializing it and awards the submitter 
of the winning solution a prize. In contrast to employees, participants in crowdsourcing 
activities do not know the company’s strategy and innovate independently without any 
guidance from the company. thus, as the Pril example above illustrated, user-generated 
solutions might be inadequate from a corporate perspective. to reduce the proportion of 
unfeasible solutions, the company needs to align the users’ problem-solving activities with 
the goals of the innovation contest. the most obvious way to do so is to provide potential 
contributors with detailed information on what an adequate solution makes. the requirements 
communicated to the users must be those dimensions applied when it comes to selecting the 
winner. as Jeppesen and Lakhani (2010) point out, choosing a harvesting strategy means that 
the company withdraws from the “driver’s seat” of problem solving. rather, the company 
has to develop competencies in the right way of formulating and broadcasting the challenge. 

Besides incentive systems, control systems also play an important role in aligning the 
participants’ innovative activities with the corporate strategy. for example, in its innovation 
jams, IBM tries to guide the contributors’ activities in predetermined directions by providing 
them upfront with the jam’s goals, rules, and materials to familiarize them with current 
solutions (including descriptions of their problems) as well as emerging technologies that 
could be of interest in solving the problem (hienerth et al., 2011). a clear problem description 
has been shown to have another important advantage: the better the problem is described 
(on an abstract level), the more heterogeneous the crowd participating in problem-solving 
activities will be, which is an important success factor in innovation contests as it affects the 
quality of ideas submitted (Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010). another way of limiting the solution 
space is to provide participants with a toolkit that only allows for solutions in a predetermined 
design space. In addition to a better alignment of generated solutions with the company’s 
requirements, the toolkit also acts as a problem-solving “assistant,” enabling novice problem 
solvers to participate in innovation contests (franke, Keinz, & schreier, 2008).

2. Consideration of users’ fairness perceptions in the design of innovation contests.
the design of the innovation contest heavily affects the number of participants, which 

in turn is positively correlated with the quantity and quality of the solutions submitted. to 
attract as many participants as possible, companies usually offer monetary prizes for the best 
solutions. these prizes must be valuable enough that they are likely to compensate the average 
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participant for the effort put into the generation of a solution. for example, in the case of 
threadless, a U.s.-based producer of t-shirts designed by users via innovation contests, the 
originator of the winning design received a prize of up to UsD 2,500. the fairness rationale 
is based on social exchange theory which says that users participate in innovation contests if 
they expect to derive greater benefits than costs (Blau, 1964). Although self-interest plays an 
important role for users participating in innovation contests, it is not enough to compensate 
them for their effort. research shows that users – beyond self-interest – evaluate whether 
the crowdsourcing activity is a “fair deal” with regard to the distribution of benefits arising 
from the innovation contest as well as the organization of the crucial processes (franke et al., 
2012b). for example, the submitter of a t-shirt design is likely to perceive a prize of UsD 
2,500 as unfair (even if the generation of the design took only one hour), if the submitter 
learns that the company makes a few hundred thousand dollars by selling t-shirts with that 
design (franke et al., 2012b). thus, for example, a certain share of the sales (even if it is 
rather low) is perceived as being more fair than a fixed compensation (Füller, Jawecki, & 
Mühlbacher, 2007). Furthermore, non-monetary benefits (as a gain of reputation) by naming 
the user as the originator on the product or the company website increases fairness perceptions 
of users (füller, faullant, & Matzler, 2010; Jeppesen & frederiksen, 2006). In addition, the 
company should take care for procedural fairness which also affects the willingness of users 
to participate in innovation contests. Many participants wish to take part in the process of 
evaluating the designs and choosing the winners. Companies should think of integrating user 
ratings into their decision-making processes (franke et al., 2012b). 

3. Involvement of the focal producer firm’s middle management and employees by the 
implementation of appropriate incentive systems.

as in the case of lead-user projects, the outsourcing of innovation-related tasks always 
rouses the fear of losing competencies and responsibilities among employees. In order to 
ensure the employees’ and the middle management’s interest in the innovation contests 
and to avoid a “not-invented-here” attitude toward the externally generated solutions, the 
company should employ incentive systems depending on the outcome of the crowdsourcing 
activity. again, the novelty of new product ideas might be an adequate measure as well 
as time-to-market of innovations, as crowdsourcing activities have been shown to propel 
the processes of developing marketable products. Procter & gamble has employed such an 
incentive system successfully (huston & sakkab, 2006).  

Design principles for cooperation strategies 

Cooperation strategies call for organizational design activities similar to those of searching 
strategies. Because of the sustainability of cooperation strategies, some additional challenges 
regarding the structural components need to be resolved.

1. Adaptation of the corporate strategy to deal with radical/disruptive innovation.
Continuously integrating external lead-users into the new product development process 

will increase the proportion of radical and disruptive innovations that promise a high market 
potential but low technological feasibility (Lilien et al., 2002; Lüthje & herstatt, 2004). such 
radical innovations might also affect the business model of the producer as they change 
the way a customer need is satisfied (Hienerth et al., 2011; Lettl, Hienerth, & Keinz, 2012) 
and open up new markets and applications. however, many well-established companies are 
reluctant to change their existing business models or enter completely new and unknown 
markets. In order to overcome organizational inertia, the top management has to anchor 
innovation leadership in the corporate strategy. good examples for such efforts are Lego and 
IBM. a few years ago Lego realized that some lead-users were inventing on standard Lego 
bricks in order to make them usable in their daily professional lives. for example, some 
architects invented Lego brick kits specifically designed for architectural models of complex 
buildings. also, psychological therapists used new, self-designed Lego toys for visualizing 
family constellations. Lego soon realized the commercial potential of specific product lines 
for professionals. However, lacking the specific knowledge (e.g., architecture, psychological 
therapy) to enter these industries, Lego launched a user entrepreneurship program. as a part 
of its corporate strategy, Lego allows selected users to become entrepreneurs themselves 
and sell their self-generated products under the Lego brand, supporting them with favorable 
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purchase prices, advice on legal issues, and co-marketing. In 2008, the company even 
established an incubator at its Billund, Denmark headquarters. IBM has chosen a similar 
approach. the innovation jam has become an important business activity and central part of 
the company’s strategy. IBM also devotes generous budgets to the winners of the innovation 
jams in order to bring their ideas to life (hienerth et al., 2011).

2. Appointment of persons responsible for the relationship management with lead-users 
and external experts.

Clearly, the lead-users are the most important success factor in lead-user projects. as 
identifying progressive lead-users is a costly and timely task (von hippel et al., 2009) and 
many lead-users ahead of a trend might be valuable in more than just one innovation project, 
it is advisable to establish sustainable relationships to lead-users. for successfully managing 
the long-term relations with lead-users, persons officially assigned with this task are needed. 
thus, the company should appoint one or more persons in charge of taking care of lead-users. 
for example, Coloplast and Lego have established new organizational sub-units responsible 
for managing the relationship with lead-users (hienerth et al., 2011). these persons are 
comparable to what the organizational science literature calls “gatekeepers” (allen, 1967). 
they are expected to foster the dialogue between internal and external individuals involved 
in innovation processes (allen, 1967; hauschildt & schewe, 2000). another important 
function of these actors is to facilitate project-to-project learning (Koners & Goffin, 2007). 
If involved in lead-user projects on a continuous basis, gatekeepers accumulate valuable 
procedural know-how and skills with regard to the search for lead-users and the management 
of lead-user workshops (see design principles for searching strategies).

Design principles for ecosystem strategies 

ecosystem strategies come with the most fundamental challenges for organizational design. 
In addition to all the design principles presented previously, the following recommendations 
are offered.

1. Design the organization as part of a user innovation ecosystem and adapt the 
organizational structure.

Companies constantly integrating a large number of external individuals into their core 
business processes have to realize themselves as being only a part of a user innovation eco-
system consisting of the corporate partner, user communities, and lead-users. these three 
types of actors co-exist and are able to jointly contribute to the development of innovations 
by using synergies emerging from their interplay (Lettl et al., 2012). for example, a company 
might foster innovative activities within a user community by introducing a toolkit for user 
innovation and design. such an online platform can become the nucleus of a vivid user 
community and trigger the interaction between users (franke et al., 2008). In turn, members 
of the user community could help to further develop the toolkit (hienerth & Lettl, 2011; 
Prügl & schreier, 2006). In addition, a vivid user community attracts lead-users as they can 
get support in terms of feedback and work power from other users, reducing the risk of 
failing with their innovations (Dahlander & Wallin, 2006; Franke & Shah, 2003). In order 
to allow for such synergy effects, the company has to fully commit to user innovation as 
an integral part of its strategy. furthermore, the company has to structurally adapt to this 
new strategy. Generally speaking, flat hierarchies allowing the middle management (e.g., 
product or division managers) to independently collaborate with external problem solvers 
positively affect the success of user innovation strategies. Consequently, responsibilities as 
well as required capabilities should also be shifted to the middle management. In the case 
of Coloplast, a Danish producer of stoma products, the division managers are free to start 
cooperations with lead-users on their own. they receive special training provided by a person 
experienced in collaborations with users and are then asked to manage the r&D project on 
their own.

Besides flat hierarchies, incentive systems applied by the top management have to take 
into account the nature of user innovation strategies. especially in the short term, user 
innovation strategies are characterized by large investments but low monetary return on 
investment. In order to underline the strategic importance of user innovation initiatives, 
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companies like Coloplast, Lego, and IBM have opted for some more intermediate and non-
monetary measures (e.g., the number of new patents, “buzz” in their user communities, and 
positive spillovers into the company’s reputation) instead of monetary rOI when evaluating 
the success of their user innovation efforts (hienerth et al., 2011). 

Last, when pursuing a user innovation strategy, internal processes such as manufacturing 
and distribution need to be reorganized. Mass customization strategies, for example, call for 
a modular product architecture. 

2. Appointment of persons responsible for proactively participating in and managing the 
community.

As a part of a user innovation ecosystem, the company has to define ways of collaborating 
with the other parties (lead-users and user communities as such). as users are not contractually 
related to the organization, they are not dependent on directives. this means that a company 
cannot “manage” the user community in a traditional sense. In order to align innovative 
activities in such user communities with the strategy of the corporation, the company needs 
to build a sustainable relationship with the community in addition to employing incentive 
and control systems (as described above). there are different ways of doing this. some 
companies, like ea, a german producer of PC games, have employed a vIP program. they 
proactively target the most active and best-networked users in their user communities and 
try to tie them to the company by inviting them to test new games as Beta users prior to 
all others or by granting them a special vIP status at trade fairs and other corporate events. 
the purpose of such activities is to frequently interact with those individuals as they have 
key positions in the user communities and are likely to influence the general attitude towards 
the company within the community. If the community was started by, or is more centered 
around the company, a good strategy is to have corporate representatives participate in the 
community. those representatives often have the status of administrators, guiding discussions 
and influencing general trends and innovative activities within the community. For example, 
IBM appoints facilitators responsible for organizing its jam activities. One of the facilitators’ 
tasks is to monitor ongoing discussions during a jam and to gently remind participants of the 
jam’s purpose if they stray off topic or into dead-end discussions (hienerth et al., 2011). a 
third option would be to “have an agent on the inside” (Dahlander & Wallin, 2006). Research 
has shown firm-controlled individuals disguising their affiliation with the company (e.g., 
employees pretending to be independent community members) to be highly effective in 
influencing the user community’s activities and the attitude towards the company among the 
community members (Dahlander & Wallin, 2006; Franke, Funke, Keinz, & Taudes, 2012a; 
Miller, fabian, & Lin, 2009). Irrespective of which of the alternatives presented here is 
chosen, the company has to appoint a person officially in charge of coordinating the activities 
described. the position that is to be created somehow equals the role of a gatekeeper; thus, it 
aims at systematically taking-up, processing, and exchanging innovation-related information 
from internal and external sources (allen, 1967; Katz & tushman, 1979).

DisCUssiOn
there is rich empirical evidence that the locus of innovation is increasingly shifting from 
producer firms towards users of products and technologies, that innovation is becoming 
increasingly democratized (von hippel, 2005). this shift is accelerated by new information 
and communication technologies that allow users to share information and knowledge at low 
cost. at the same time, scholars and practitioners alike have developed a comprehensive set 
of methods that allow producer firms to leverage the creativity of users for their new product 
development efforts. such methods include the lead-user method, innovation contests, 
collaboration with user communities, and toolkits for user innovation and design.

Our analysis reveals that user innovation strategies that are executed as “one-shot 
games” (such as searching and harvesting) primarily affect the human components of 
organizational design. for the searching strategy, processes, incentives, and competencies 
need to be developed that allow the focal producer firm to identify and collaborate with an 
elite circle (Pisano & Verganti, 2008) of progressive users. With respect to the harvesting 
user innovation strategy, processes, incentives and competencies need to be developed 
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that allow the focal producer firm to leverage the creative potential from a large number 
of geographically dispersed users and to align the creative contributions with the corporate 
strategy. for example, r&D employees need to accept and master the fundamental role shift 
from problem solvers to problem formulators and from idea generators to idea collectors. In 
this respect, r&D employees also need to develop the ability to frame problems in a way 
so that they attract a large number of experts from many different fields. Both searching and 
harvesting strategies require r&D employees to overcome a “not-invented-here” syndrome, 
and they require the design of exchange processes that are perceived as fair by the users.

Another key insight from our analysis is that the more a focal producer firm aims 
to involve users in its new product development efforts on a sustainable basis, the more 
it needs to complement changes in the human components with changes in the structural 
components of organizational design. for the user innovation strategy of cooperation to be 
sustained, firms need to adapt their strategy and structure to deal with radical and disruptive 
innovation on a continuous basis, and they need to appoint employees who are responsible 
for relationship management with lead-users and external experts. Here, producer firms 
also need to develop a double-loop learning capability to reflect on prior projects and 
processes and to set up an organizational memory so that the insights (both procedural and 
fact-based) from prior projects are disseminated to relevant stakeholders inside the firm. 
the ecosystem strategy implies the most fundamental changes to organizational design. 
It implies that the boundaries between the producer firm and users become increasingly 
blurred. For this strategy, focal producer firms need to view and design themselves as part 
of a collaborative user innovation ecosystem, and they need to create organizational units 
responsible for community management. according to Miles et al. (2009), this implies that 
the focal producer firm increasingly develops and applies community-based organizational 
designs and facilitative management approaches. the authors refer to such organizational 
designs as the I-form (Innovation-form) as it responds to the economic era of innovation 
that most firms face today. Such community-based models require fundamentally different 
coordination and control mechanisms than their traditional counterparts such as (a) shared 
interest, (b) collaborative values such as the willingness to share knowledge and the seeking 
of fairness in community contributions and the distribution of rewards, (c) community-
oriented leadership with a focus on facilitating community growth and sustainability, (d) 
protocols and infrastructure that support collaboration, and (e) expandable commons based 
on knowledge-sharing processes by general reciprocity that allow cumulative innovation 
(fjeldstad, snow, Miles, & Lettl, 2012; Miles, snow, fjeldstad, Miles, & Lettl, 2010).

We observe that pioneering firms such as Procter & Gamble, Lego, and IBM experiment 
with harvesting, cooperation, and ecosystem strategies simultaneously and increasingly aim 
to leverage synergies across the three strategies. this requires an integrated approach over all 
divisions, functions, and management levels of the focal producer firm, which calls for top 
management commitment and a company-wide strategy for user innovation. for example, 
Procter & Gamble has over a period of five years fundamentally changed its company-wide 
innovation approach from r&D to “C&D” – Connect and Develop (huston & sakkab, 2006). 
the C&D strategy comprises a mix of approaches such as the lead-user method, innovation 
contests, entrepreneurship programs, and various communities. according to Procter & 
gamble, this new strategy requires a senior executive who has day-to-day accountability 
for its vision, operations, and performance. at Procter & gamble, it is the vice president 
for innovation and knowledge who is given this responsibility. each business unit has C&D 
leaders who have dotted-line reporting relationships with the vice presidents. Managers 
responsible for specific communities and networks report directly (Huston & Sakkab, 2006). 
also, there needs to be a process where all incoming ideas are collected and distributed 
across the entire organization. In the C&D approach, product ideas are stored on P&g’s 
online “eurekacatalog” through a template that documents related facts (e.g., current sales 
of existing products or patent availability for a new technology). the document is then 
disseminated to relevant managers such as general managers, business line managers, brand 
managers, and r&D teams worldwide (huston & sakkab, 2006).

Lego is leveraging synergies by its lead-user entrepreneurship incubator. Lego selects 
lead-user entrepreneurs who fit both with their personalities and their ideas to the Lego 
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strategy and values. those selected lead-user entrepreneurs can then use the complementary 
assets of Lego (brand, know-how, distribution systems) to exploit the identified business 
opportunities. the user community provides support in the early stages of the entrepreneurial 
process in the form of feedback to the business idea, technical expertise, and as a first-
sales market. the emerging symbiotic ecosystem of the lead-user entrepreneurs, the Lego 
company, and the various user communities allows it to leverage synergies such as reduced 
risk for the Lego company and the lead-user entrepreneur, the continuous identification and 
exploitation of business opportunities, and growth and sustainability of the user communities 
(Lettl et al., 2012). Consequently, this emerging symbiotic ecosystem has similar features 
to the organizational design that Miles, Miles, and snow (2005) envision as a collaborative 
entrepreneurship where a large number of loosely coupled actors with diverse knowledge 
bases engage in a process of continuous opportunity recognition and exploitation.

Besides the lead-user entrepreneurship incubator, Lego is able to leverage synergies 
from its user ecosystem by (a) identifying lead-users via specific innovation contests, (b) 
integrating those lead-users into concrete new product development projects, (c) leveraging 
lead-users to further develop toolkits for user design, and (d) identifying trends by observing 
communication and design activities in its various user communities. In order to create and 
leverage such symbiotic user innovation ecosystems, a focal producer firm needs to understand 
the critical interfaces between different user innovation strategies, and it needs to change its 
capability from acting as an orchestrator (using its hierarchical power in a network of actors 
to enforce intended processes and outcomes) to a facilitator of collaborative innovation 
processes (by providing collaborative infrastructures and by facilitating a collective process 
for developing shared vision, protocols, and expandable commons) (Miles, Miles, snow, 
Blomqvist, & rocha, 2009). 

IBM has developed a dynamic capability to develop collaborative innovation communities, 
such as Blade.org (snow, fjeldstad, Lettl, & Miles, 2011) or the eclipse foundation, for 
continuously executing innovation contests within the firm referred to as the IBM Innovation 
Jam (Bjelland & Chapman Wood, 2008), and by involving elite experts from outside the firm 
referred to as the IBM global Innovation Outlook.

COnCLUsiOn
As described in this article, the symbiotic settings between focal producer firms and users as 
illustrated above provide interesting new perspectives to the research strand on organizational 
ambidexterity (tushman & O’reilly, 2006). after all, they open up new opportunities for 
producer firms to become ambidextrous, to explore and exploit simultaneously, as multiple 
users can be a source of continuous and simultaneous exploration of business ideas (that 
the firm may not be able to recognize itself) and their exploitation. We expect companies 
in knowledge-intensive industries increasingly to be able to apply all of the user innovation 
strategies skillfully and simultaneously. to develop meaningful frameworks and guidance for 
managers who need to master this transformation, we believe researchers in the area of user 
innovation and organizational design need to form a collaborative community. We hope that 
our article helps to trigger this development.
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OrganIzatIOnal Change 
fOr POSt-ShOCk aDaPtatIOn
a SImulatIOn mODel
Peter Jack GallO • richarD M. BurtOn

abstract: What should an organization do after an environmental shock? What is the best 
sequence for changing organizational features or activities in response to a shock? In this 
study, a simulation methodology is used to examine how different sequences in changes 
to strategy, structure, and resource allocation affect the success of the adaptation process. 
results show that the choice of change sequence leads to varying outcomes in organizational 
maneuverability, competence, and effectiveness. however, no one sequence is optimal for 
all scenarios; the best sequence choice depends on the goals of the change process as well as 
the content and direction of change. after an environmental shock, an organization should 
analyze and determine which sequence of change to follow. however, if there is little time for 
analysis, a reasonable heuristic is to implement a change in strategy first.

keywords: Simulation; organizational change; change sequencing; implementation; 
organizational adaptation

“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?” asked Alice.

“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the Cat.

“I don’t much care where,” said Alice.

“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” said the Cat.
lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

Do organizations have alice’s problem of deciding which way to go after experiencing an 
environmental shock? The trauma of deteriorating corporate performance could lead a firm 
to be equally ambivalent when deciding how to proceed. the Cheshire Cat’s wisdom is 
logical but not particularly helpful unless a firm does know where it wants to go. This simple 
goal-oriented wisdom may prove useful to firms hit by an environmental shock. Ford Motor 
Company, for example, faced recurring shocks of extreme growth and contraction before 
undergoing a comprehensive adaptation process starting in 2006. Standard & Poor’s Stock 
report on ford motor Company, Inc. shows that annual net income grew rapidly from uSD 
284 million in 2002 to uSD 3.6 billion in 2004. In 2005 and 2006, annual net income dropped, 
first, to USD 2.2 billion and then to a net loss of USD 12.6 billion. Ford sources attribute 
the performance declines to a rapid shift in consumer demand from profitable sport utility 
vehicles to economy cars in the wake of gasoline price spikes following hurricane katrina 
in 2005 (krisher, 2006). these performance shocks motivated the company to transform 
itself simply to survive. alan mulally was brought in as the new CeO in September 2006, 
and many organizational changes were made, including changes in organization structure, 
strategy, and resource allocation (hoffman, 2012).  for ford, was the order of these changes 
important to its future success?

http://www.jorgdesign.net
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this study examines how the sequence of an organizational change process (Barnett & 
Carroll, 1995) affects the outcomes of post-shock organizational adaptation. Shocks can 
provoke firms to undertake dramatic and rapid changes as described by the change model 
called “punctuated equilibrium” (gersick, 1991; romanelli & tushman, 1994). firms may 
make changes to several key organizational elements that will effectively transform the firm 
from one organizational archetype to another (Burton, Obel, & DeSanctis, 2011; greenwood 
& hinings, 1993). Because organizational changes cannot be made instantaneously, they 
are often made sequentially, temporarily creating “incoherent” organizational configurations 
along the path of adaptation (greenwood & hinings, 1993). the order or sequence in which 
organizational elements are changed is not predetermined or inevitable (Pettigrew, 1990), and 
different sequences of change can impact the adaptation process (abbott, 1988; Van de Ven 
& Poole, 1990). Pursuing one sequence may lead a firm through a pattern of configurations 
with greater performance than an alternative sequence. ford chose to start by changing its 
CEO, followed by selling its ownership in foreign luxury brands and then lowering the firm’s 
manufacturing capacity, but ford management could have chosen a different sequence of 
adaptation. 

In our study, we compare sequences that lead to the same final organizational configuration; 
however, the question is whether different sequences yield different performances along the 
way.  We analyze three performance criteria: (1) maneuverability (nissen & Burton, 2011), 
the quickness with which an organization changes from an initial organizational configuration 
to a planned final configuration; (2) competence, a firm’s skills built from learning and the 
experience gained from repeated activities (levitt & march, 1988); and (3) effectiveness, 
the ratio of competence to maneuverability. all three outcomes are desirable, but there are 
tradeoffs between them.  Moving quickly to a new configuration can destroy competence 
while moving slowly maintains competence but at the price of getting there slowly.  for ford, 
would a different sequence have led to a faster turnaround or allowed for greater productivity 
during the period of adaptation? Competence is studied because it is an important determinant 
of firm performance (Tushman & Romanelli, 1985) and because transformations may destroy 
competence (nelson & Winter, 1982; Sastry, 1997). maneuverability is examined to highlight 
speed and the importance of getting to where you want to be quickly and efficiently. The final 
performance criterion, effectiveness, is intended to provide a measure that accounts for the 
inherent tradeoffs between maneuverability and competence. 

the process of organizational change and the role of maneuverability, competence, and 
effectiveness can be examined using a simulation methodology. the agent-based platform 
SimVision™ (levitt, 2012) allows us to experiment with a variety of change sequences and 
measure maneuverability and competence outcomes. Determining the best sequence depends 
on the particular organizational goals of the adaptation process. Sequences that begin with a 
change in structure result in faster adaptation and would be the best choice when maximizing 
maneuverability. Adaptation sequences that start with a change in strategy result in firms 
emerging from the period of change with greater experience, suggesting this is the better 
sequence if the goal is to maximize competence.

We begin with a theoretical discussion of the organizational change literature. here 
we discuss the different motivations that encourage firms to focus on maneuverability or 
competence as well as the evidence that sequence plays a role in determining organizational 
change outcomes. next, we discuss the simulation model and present our results. In the 
discussion and future research sections, we relate our results to previous studies of 
organizational adaptation, and we discuss the implications of our findings for researchers and 
managers. We conclude by highlighting the importance of the change sequence in steering 
successful post-shock adaptation.

theOretical BackGrOunD
although post-shock adaptation is required for organizational survival, change also increases 
the failure rate of organizations (armenakis & Bedeian, 1999) by disrupting existing 
organizational routines that promote competence (amburgey, kelly, & Barnett, 1993; nelson 
& Winter, 1982). Firms must balance the need for adaptation with the benefits of stability 
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(leana & Barry, 2000), and the sequence of change and its effect on the maneuverability, 
competence, and effectiveness of the adaptation process could provide a means for striking 
this balance.

Sequencing has been addressed in the strategic management literature, where contingency 
theory research found that changes in organization structure follow changes in growth 
strategy (Chandler, 1962). Later empirical work on a sample of 262 firms found that strategy 
was a more important driver of structure than vice versa (amburgey & Dacin, 1994). the 
sequence of changes to organizational structure and strategy has been a fundamental area 
of investigation, and we include them in our study. however, we choose to investigate 
more than the binary choice between these two organizational elements. researchers have 
called for the examination of the sequence of change caused by environmental jolts (meyer, 
1982) and their effects on organizational performance (Pettigrew, Woodman, & Cameron, 
2001). A study of radical organizational transformation at Canadian Olympic Non-Profits 
found that organizations completing radical transitions tend to make changes to high-impact 
organizational elements, such as the authority system, early in the transformation process 
(amis, Slack, & hinings, 2004). Our study includes changes in structure, strategy, and 
resource allocation to best approximate the radical adaptation processes often required after 
a significant environmental shock.

In addition to studies of the propensity for one change sequence over another, some research 
has explored the effect of sequence on performance. Siggelkow and levinthal (2003) used a 
simulation methodology to study the effectiveness of three different organization structures 
in searching for high-performing configurations post-environmental shock. They found that 
a structure of temporary decentralization, where a firm starts with a decentralized structure 
for the period of exploration and learning and follows with a change to a centralized structure 
for the purpose of exploitation, leads to higher long-term performance. their results show 
that sequencing changes in structure can lead to higher performance. We build on Siggelkow 
and levinthal (2003) by modeling sequencing changes in strategy and resource allocation as 
well as structure.

reorientations and transformations include changes to strategy, structure, and resource 
allocation (tushman & romanelli, 1985). the sequence of changes to these elements can 
introduce different “incoherent” organizational configurations (Greenwood and Hinings, 
1993) with varying degrees of organization-environment fit (Donaldson, 1995; Lawrence & 
Lorsch, 1967; Miles & Snow, 1994). Conditions of misfit suggest that there is an opportunity 
for certain change sequences to outperform others.

The literature on configurations supports the idea that sequence should matter, but the 
question of firm performance during the adaptation process has received limited attention 
in the literature. the premise of the theory of punctuated equilibrium is that adaptations 
are large and brief, followed by periods of equilibrium. the total time of transformation, 
called “maneuverability” by nissen and Burton (2011), is an important measure of adaptation 
success. however, maneuverability is not the only means to determine the success of a post-
shock adaptation. In a system dynamics model of punctuated equilibrium, Sastry (1997) 
found that post-shock adaptations could lead to failure – if firms respond too quickly to 
pressures for change or if they respond too slowly. When firms are slow to respond to the 
signals for change, they suffer large declines in performance before acting to implement 
change. Such firms may focus their change goals on maneuverability hoping to achieve a state 
of fit as quickly as possible. The formalized model also demonstrated that transformations 
were accompanied by significant drops in competence (Sastry, 1997). If different sequences 
result in different levels of competence at the conclusion of adaptation, might it be possible 
to choose a sequence that maximizes firm competence? For example, firms that respond 
quickly to signals for change have not experienced severe performance loss; they can 
focus on recovering competence during the transformation rather than maneuverability. 
maneuverability and competence represent two different goals for adaptation, and different 
change sequences may better accomplish one over the other. We extend Siggelkow and 
levinthal’s (2003) study of organization structure and Sastry’s (1997) study of competence 
by examining the effects on performance of both maneuverability and competence during 
different sequences of adaptation.
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SiMulatiOn MODel
We used a simulation experiment to study the maneuverability and competence outcomes 
of all six possible sequence patterns for changes in organizational strategy, structure, and 
resource allocation. Simulation is a valuable tool for experimentation and examination 
of possibilities (Burton, 2003; Davis, eisenhardt, & Bingham, 2007); we use it to gain 
insight into how sequence affects a firm’s performance while undergoing adaptation. In our 
experiments, we utilize SimVision™, an agent-based simulation developed for the design of 
work processes and the organization of project teams (levitt, 2012). SimVision™ utilizes an 
information-processing model of the information routines and micro behaviors of boundedly 
rational agents (march & Simon, 1958). agents send information to each other and make 
decisions on what to do (Jin, Levitt, Kunz, & Christiansen, 1995; Levitt et al., 1999). The firm 
is represented entirely by these agents, their tasks, and communication links. SimVision™ 
has been validated in field settings ranging from chip fabrication to product launches (Jin & 
levitt, 1996; levitt et al., 1999). In addition, SimVision™ (and its precursor, VDt) has been 
used to study topics in organization theory, including studies of alternative control strategies 
(long, Burton, & Cardinal, 2002) and communication strategies (Carroll & Burton, 2000). 
(See the appendix for a detailed description of the SimVision™ simulation and how it is used 
to model the sequence of adaptation.)

Modeling the Organization and alternative change Sequences

The organization is modeled as a set of both well-defined project tasks and agents assigned 
to complete the tasks. the relations among the agents and the assignment of tasks are 
experimentally manipulated to correspond with different settings for strategy, structure, 
and resource allocation. all experiments begin with the organizational model in its original 
configuration and run to complete one project cycle. At the conclusion of the first project 
cycle, a change in strategy, structure, or resource allocation is implemented, and a second 
project cycle is initiated. at the conclusion of the second project, the next change is made, 
and the final change is made after completing the third project cycle. After the third project, 
all simulations will have achieved the final configuration, and a fourth project is run in the 
final configuration mode.

experimental Manipulations

Our study simulates the reorientation of a project organization from one configuration of 
strategy, structure, and resource allocation to a final configuration. The simulation starts with 
an m-form (multidivisional) structure, two product lines, and equal distribution of resources, 
then reorients to an organization with a u-form (functional) structure and four product lines 
which use twice as many resources in the later tasks of each product line. the organization 
changes one of the three elements at a time to transform from the starting configuration to the 
final configuration, creating six possible sequences of post-shock adaptation (see Table 1). 
each change sequence is simulated in SimVision™ by changing the elements as described in 
the appendix; all other elements of the simulation remain constant throughout.

changes in Organization Structure

the change of structure modeled is a shift from the multidivisional form to a functional 
structure – that is, from M-form to U-form. Chandler (1962) chronicled the benefits for 
modern firms in changing from the U-form to the M-form. However, the U form persists and 
has cost advantages over the m-form when coordinating components across divisions (qian, 
Roland, & Xu, 2006). Therefore, a move from M-form to U-form is a viable option for firms 
in resource-constrained environments.

changes in Strategy

Changes in strategy capture the level of product diversification in which a company is engaged. 
Our simulated organization starts with only two product lines and eventually diversifies to 
four distinct product lines. In the simulation, the original configuration consists of eight tasks 
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(four per product line). then the change in strategy is introduced, doubling the product lines 
and leading to an organization with sixteen tasks. romanelli and tushman (1994) captured 
changes in strategy by the introduction or abandonment of product lines.

changes in resource allocation

Our model allows for the direct manipulation of how resources – in this case, human resources 
– are allocated. The starting configuration consists of an equal number of full-time employees 
(ftes) assigned to all the tasks in the model organization. the change shifts human resources 
until twice as many ftes are assigned to later tasks than to earlier tasks in the project; this 
could, for example, simulate a shift in focus from r&D to sales and marketing. 

table 1. Simulation results

Sequence Maneuverability
(weeks)

competence
(work hours)

effectiveness
(work hours/week)

Strategy→Resource Allocation→Structure 37.5 2800 74.7

Strategy→Structure→Resource Allocation 36.4 2800 76.9

Resource Allocation→Strategy→Structure 34.7 2400 69.2

Resource Allocation→Structure→Strategy 28.8 2000 69.4

Structure→Strategy→Resource Allocation 31.8 2400 75.5

Structure→Resource Allocation→Strategy 26.9 2000 74.3

reSultS
table 1 presents the simulation results for the six different sequences of post-shock 
adaptation and the performance outcomes of maneuverability, competence, and effectiveness. 
maneuverability is the time required to complete the adaptation process. Competence is the 
amount of production accomplished during the adaptation process. effectiveness is the ratio 
of competence to maneuverability. These results reflect the mean value for a sample of 25 
simulations and are significantly different at the p < .01 level.

Maneuverability

If the firm’s goal is maneuverability, or to align the firm with the external environment as 
quickly as possible, then the sequence Structure→resource allocation→Strategy is the best 
choice as shown in table 1. maneuverability, however, does not necessarily represent all 
desirable outcomes.

competence

Competence is measured as the production accomplished during the period of adaptation. 
We chose to represent a change in strategy with a doubling of product lines. therefore, the 
amount of production accomplished is different depending on when the change in strategy 
is introduced. Competence (work volume) varies between 2000, 2400, and 2800 hours of 
production as shown in Table 1. The two sequences in which strategy is the first organizational 
element that is changed accomplish the greatest amount of production (2800 hours) during 
the period of adaptation.

effectiveness

A third metric could be useful for firms whose goals are not maneuverability or competence 
alone. We introduce the ratio of competence to maneuverability as an effectiveness measure. 
This ratio identifies which change sequence accomplishes the greatest amount of work per 
unit of adaptation time. In our experiments, the sequence Strategy→Structure→resource 
allocation has the greatest value on effectiveness. the ratio of competence/maneuverability, 
while providing a useful effectiveness measure, does not supplant the importance of the 
individual measures. firms set their own adaptation goals and decide which performance 
measure – maneuverability, competence, or effectiveness – is most relevant.
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In summary, the sequence Strategy→Structure→resource allocation has the highest 
value for the effectiveness measure. however, this does not coincide with the quickest 
sequence to reorientation (maneuverability), which is the sequence Structure→resource 
allocation→Strategy. Both Strategy→Structure→resource allocation and Strategy→resource 
allocation→Structure have the highest work volume and are optimal when considering the 
goal of competence.

Post hoc interpretation of results

In our model and analysis, we changed the firm from an M-form configuration to a U-form.  
however, the experimental design can be easily reversed – from u-form to m-form. the results 
in table 1 would be identical were we to run our model in the opposite direction, starting with 
a firm in the final configuration and adapting towards the initial configuration. What then, are 
the best sequences for an organization changing from u-form to m-form, while downsizing 
from four product lines to two, and moving to an equal distribution of human resources across 
the firm? The results also appear in Table 1, with the exception that the sequences are reversed. 
the greatest maneuverability or quickest time is Strategy→resource allocation→Structure.  
the greatest competence is either Structure→resource allocation→Strategy or resource 
allocation→Structure→Strategy. and the sequence with the greatest effectiveness is 
resource allocation→Structure→Strategy. the change in strategy consists of downsizing 
from four product lines to two, so it seems reasonable that maneuverability is greatest if 
the change process starts by changing strategy. Competence is measured as the total work 
accomplished during the change process; this seems to explain why competence is greatest for 
the sequences that end with a change in strategy.  reversing the direction of our experiment 
in this manner highlights another interesting finding regarding sequence. The direction in 
which organizational elements are changed will also influence the choice of optimum change 
sequence. the best sequence depends not only on where you want to go but where you start 
from as well.

DiScuSSiOn
Our study utilized a computational experiment to investigate the impact of change sequence 
on post-shock organizational adaptation. Results demonstrated significant differences in 
the maneuverability, competence, and effectiveness of the adaptation process for all six 
experimental sequences. By demonstrating that sequence can have significant and varying 
impacts on these three performance metrics, our simulation study provides initial insight into 
adaptation sequence and its role in organizational performance in dynamic environments with 
shocks. Sastry’s (1997) results in prior simulation research demonstrated significant drops in 
competence after a reorientation, as had been stated in the original theory of organizational 
evolution (tushman & romanelli, 1985). Because different sequences of change result 
in different volumes of work accomplished by the time the full reorientation is complete, 
and organizations learn from experience (levitt & march, 1988), sequence has a direct 
impact on the recovery of competence during post-shock adaptation. the earlier a change 
in strategy is introduced, the greater is the production accomplished during the adaptation 
process. an organization may struggle while waiting for the structure and resource allocation 
to align with the new strategy, but this period of struggle provides useful experience in 
which organizational competence begins to recover. We do not test the effect of increased 
experience on organizational competence directly; however, our experiment suggests that 
sequence impacts competence through the total amount of work accomplished. Our results 
show that the optimal sequence for firms with a goal of competence recovery would be either 
sequence that begins with a change in strategy.

Beyond our findings on maneuverability, competence, and effectiveness, reversing the 
simulated experiments highlights the importance of the direction of change in determining 
optimal sequence. If the firm is an M-form with balanced resources across two product lines, 
then the best sequence can be read directly from the rows in Table 1. If the firm is U-form 
with unbalanced resources across four product lines, then the sequences presented in table 
1 need to be interpreted in reverse. Therefore, the optimal sequences for firms changing in 
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opposite directions are in fact mirrored. this demonstrates that the best sequence depends 
upon two contingencies: the direction in which organizational elements are being changed 
and which goal is the most important. 

the implications of our study for management are straightforward: assess where you are 
and where you want to be. this is a truism for every organizational change and not surprising 
to managers. however, it is not obvious that the order or sequence of change is crucial as 
well.   here, we demonstrate that the choice of the sequence of change and the intermediate 
stages of change have significant effects. The challenge of environmental shock will generate 
managerial attention on the question of exactly which organizational elements to change. 
Our study indicates that managements’ work is not done when they have determined the 
appropriate changes. management should devote effort to determining the best sequence for 
the various changes that comprise the adaptation.

Periods of post-shock adaptation can be quite challenging and present significant time 
constraints. So our implication that the sequence of change needs to be analyzed and determined 
carefully may not be welcome. however, our study does suggest some opportunities for 
simplifying the determination of good change sequences. Sequences that start with a change 
in strategy perform well against all three goals. For firms in the initial configuration (balanced 
undiversified M-form), changing strategy first works best on competence and effectiveness 
but less well on maneuverability. If the experiment is reversed, changing strategy first works 
best on maneuverability and reasonably well on effectiveness.  for change in both directions, 
a good heuristic is to implement a change in strategy first.  When time to make a management 
decision is short, this heuristic is quick and robust as the chances of making a large mistake 
are small. However, if time permits it might be beneficial for a firm to use a simulation to 
model the change process and determine exactly which sequence benefits the firm the most.

let us return to ford motor Company in 2006. Studying the timeline of changes 
implemented by Mr. Mulally, it is evident that strategy changes were tackled first during 
the adaptation process. luxury brands were divested, truck factories were closed, and a 
compact fuel-efficient Ford sold in Europe was fast-tracked for release in the U.S. market 
(hoffman, 2012). all of these changes were implemented before the change to a matrix 
organization structure and even before the full team of executives was in place. Certainly, 
many of the problems at ford were endogenous. however, the steep rise in gasoline prices 
after hurricane katrina and a subsequent shift in demand away from sport utility vehicles 
was the exogenous shock that overcame the firm’s inertia (Krisher, 2006). The content of 
the adaptation required at ford was far-reaching and complex. But what can we say of the 
sequence of adaptation that was needed? In interviews with ford executives, hoffman (2012) 
found evidence of the organizational inertia that prevented the company from implementing 
necessary changes sooner. Therefore, by the time the firm chose to align with its external 
environment, it had suffered extensive drops in performance. maneuverability, aligning with 
the external environment as quickly as possible, should have been the primary goal of its 
adaptation process. ford had missed the shift in consumer sentiment towards greater fuel 
efficiency. The company’s fuel-efficient product offerings paled in comparison to Japanese 
and European competitors, suggesting low coherence between the firm’s routines for gas-
guzzler production and growing demand for fuel efficiency. Was “strategy first” the right 
choice for a firm focused on maneuverability? Our simulation focused on a more limited set 
of changes than what ford experienced; however, our results do show that, for downsizing 
firms, starting with a change in strategy leads to the quickest adaptation.

As of close of fiscal year 2011, the turnaround at Ford had been an unqualified success, 
with the firm posting net income of approximately USD 20 billion – despite the additional 
environmental shock of the global financial crisis in 2008. How much of that can be attributed 
to the sequence of implementation versus the content of change itself is not entirely clear. But 
the focus on strategy first did have quantifiable benefits in terms of product quality ratings and 
customer satisfaction surveys (Hoffman, 2012). Ford also benefited from increased goodwill 
for rejecting federal bailout money in 2009, but while this goodwill drove customers to 
dealerships, the company had to have cars that people actually wanted to buy to make a sale. 
the ford example provides an understanding of the complex interplay between context and 
adaptation goals, content, and process.
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Our study results confirm that sequence is an important factor in the appropriate 
implementation of adaptation. We cannot provide a one-size-fits-all sequence for 
organizational change (Pettigrew, 1990), but strategy first is a good heuristic. Firms may 
choose one sequence over another depending on the context of the shock and the goals of 
adaptation. Our results hold for firms whose context requires the specific archetypal shift 
we modeled. The appropriate sequence may be quite different if the firm’s context requires 
different shifts in organizational configuration. So, unlike Alice, who doesn’t care where she 
goes, organizations need to understand exactly where they are and where they want to go 
before they know which sequence of changes to undertake.

Future reSearch
the canvas for future research for the proper sequence of organizational changes is 
broad. here, environmental shock was the stimulus for change. less dramatic reasons for 
organizational change include market shifts, new product or technology initiatives, and new 
regulatory regimes. environments and organizations are changing continually. We examined 
the combination of strategy, structure, and resource allocation as the adaptive response. But 
organizational changes can also involve leadership, routines or capabilities, It systems, 
coordination and control mechanisms, and incentives. With possible changes being both 
separate and in combination, the number of organizational configurations becomes quite 
large. Burton et al. (2011) discuss the complexity of change and argue that the competency 
loss due to misfits is substantial. Many other important research questions regarding the 
goals, sequencing, and outcomes of change need to be explored. 

One next step is to begin with field studies of organizational change that go into greater 
depth than the illustrative ford case used here. We did not investigate either alternative 
sequences of change at ford or the full scope of the changes themselves. field studies of 
organizational change with an emphasis on the choice of sequence and its efficacy are called 
for.   further, such studies could be analyzed at the micro level using agent-based simulation 
models such as SimVision™. a SimVision™ model could be constructed by using real-
world data to investigate alternative change sequences in much the same way as we did in 
the present study.

Another approach is a multi-firm field study of organizational change using the 
methodology pioneered by eisenhardt (1989). the independent variable could be the 
sequence of organizational change, moderators could be contextual variables or other controls, 
and the dependent variables could be the maneuverability, competence, and effectiveness 
performance measures that we have used here. Such studies would provide detailed micro 
data on the change process and its outcomes.

cOncluSiOn
Our study results indicate that the sequence of organizational changes is an important 
determinant of the success of the post-shock adaptation process. there is not one optimal 
sequence of change; the choice of sequence is context dependent.  an organization’s goals for 
the adaptation process, as well as the content and direction of the desired change, determine 
what the best sequence option will be. Some goals may emphasize maneuverability or 
accomplishing a change as quickly as possible, others may focus on maintaining the 
greatest competence during the change process, and others may emphasize effectiveness. 
Our simulation experiments show that different implementation sequences create significant 
differences in the maneuverability, competence, and effectiveness of a firm’s adaptive 
response to a shock in the external environment. the varying impact of implementation 
sequence on these three metrics highlights the importance of understanding the goals of the 
adaptation process before initiating the sequence of changes that comprise the transformation.

Our experiments modeled the reorientation from one organizational archetype to another. 
Our methodology, however, also allowed us to reverse our experiments yielding different 
results for the optimal sequence on our three measures. these results demonstrated the 
importance of the content and direction of change. for example, the best sequence is different 
for firms in the M-form from those in the U-form – an asymmetry. While our results do not 
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allow us to prescribe a one-size-fits-all best sequence for the process of post-shock adaptation, 
the significant differences across sequences establish that this should be an important 
concern to management. Determining strategy first has long been an important principle in 
organization design (Chandler, 1962), and we find some evidence that this principle may be 
extended to implementation. If the time for analysis after an environmental shock is very 
short and management needs to make a quick decision, then initiating a change in strategy 
first appears to be a safe heuristic.
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aPPenDix 
We use the SimVision™ project organization model to investigate the impact of different 
sequences of change. the order of post-shock adaptation is modeled by sequentially changing 
each of three key organizational elements. SimVision™ defines an organization by its various 
tasks and the aggregate characteristics of the workers assigned to those tasks. SimVision™ is 
a laboratory to simulate the information-processing demands on time-constrained individuals 
and is well suited to test the impact of changes in organizational activity on the adaptation 
process. By manipulating the workflow design, task variables, and worker parameter values, 
it is possible to create alternatives in strategy, structure, and resource allocation within the 
project organization. In our research design, two archetypal organizational configurations are 
modeled, and the variety of sequences an organization can follow when transforming from 
one archetype to another are simulated. 

the model in this study consists of an organization of agents (employees or managers), 
project tasks, and successor links. Project tasks define the work done by the organization, 
while the successor links dictate the order in which the tasks are accomplished. In the 
graphical interpretations of the simulation model, tasks are designated as rectangular boxes, 
while successor links are designated with solid arrows. agents are assigned to individual or 
multiple tasks; an agent assigned to other agents represents a manager. agents are represented 
graphically with a human icon, and assignments are designated using solid arrows. By 
manipulating the design of these three elements, we create a simple virtual organization 
and model how it transforms from one archetypal configuration of organizational activities 
to another. In our study, the focus is the actual dynamics of implementing the change. 
SimVision™ is chosen as the modeling software because it allows for the direct manipulation 
of structure, strategy, and resource allocation.

All of the simulation experiments start with the initial organizational configuration 
depicted in Figure A1. This initial configuration is described as the balanced undiversified 
m-form archetype.  the simulation proceeds to model changes in strategy, structure, and 
resource allocation that result in the final organizational configuration seen in Figure A2. 
This configuration is described as the unbalanced diversified U-form archetype. The changes 
in the organization are accomplished by changing the elements of the SimVision™ model; a 
detailed description of those changes follows.

Strategy: The initial configuration is described as undiversified even though Figure A1 
shows two product lines. It might be better to describe the initial configuration as “under-
diversified” in relation to the final configuration. The change in strategy being modeled in 

Fig. a1. Initial Organizational Configuration
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the experiments is a doubling of product lines from two to four. each product line is made up 
of four tasks labeled a, B, C, and D. the property settings for each task are set to identical 
values and remain unchanged throughout the simulation experiments. for example, work 
volume sets the “work type” property for all tasks, and the value of work volume is set to 50 
hours. Work volume represents the total quantity of work required to complete the task, but 
the duration of the task will vary depending on how many employees are assigned to a given 
task. the value of 50 hours remains unchanged throughout the experimental manipulations. 
the changes in strategy are introduced simply by the addition of tasks 3a-D and 4a-D 
shown in figure a2. these tasks have the same property settings as tasks 1a-D and 2a-D.

Structure: the change in structure modeled in our simulations is a change from the m-form 
to the U-form. Figure A1, depicting the initial organizational configuration, clearly represents 
a M-form structure. The structure of the firm is determined by the placement and positioning 
of the assignment links that assign positions to individual tasks, as well as by the supervision 
links that demonstrate the hierarchy of the organization. figure a1 shows that only positions 
supervised by eXeC1 are assigned to tasks 1a-D; likewise, only positions supervised by 
eXeC2 are assigned to tasks 2a-D. therefore, the product outputs of tasks 1a-D are the 
responsibility of one singular division, and a separate division is responsible for the products 
of tasks 2a-D. the change in structure is accomplished by reorganizing the assignment 
and supervision links to create a u-form organization structure. this u-form structure is 
present in figure a2, but for the sake of visual clarity it is helpful to look at the change in 
structure before the change in strategy is introduced. figure a3 is the resulting organizational 
configuration when the change sequence starts with a change in structure.

In figure a3, note the change in supervisory links. eXeC1 now supervises both r&D 1 
and r&D 2 positions, while eXeC2 supervises both sales positions. the assignment links 
have also changed to create the u-form structure. each position is now responsible for a given 
task across all product lines. r&D 1 works on both task 1a and 2a, and r&D 2 works on 
tasks 1B and 2B. these changes create a functional orientation, where units work on identical 
functions across the various product lines. these changes in assignment and supervision links 
are the only manipulations used to change the organization from m-form to u-form. all task 
properties and person properties remain unchanged.
resource allocation: In figure a1, seven person icons represent all of the human resources 
in the simulated firm. In SimVision™, the FTE (full-time employee) property setting allows 
for values both less than and greater than one. this helps in modeling part-time employees 
as well as modeling several similar employees with a single graphical icon. In the initial 
organizational configuration of Figure A1, the FTE property is set to six FTEs each for both 

Fig. a2. Final Organizational Configuration
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r&D icons and both sales icons. Similarly, both eXeC1 and eXeC2’s fte property is set to 
a value of three. the CeO’s fte setting is set to a value of one. With these settings, the total 
human resources of the firm are allocated equally across the two business units. Each unit 
has three executives overseeing the work of twelve employees equally distributed between 
r&D and sales. all of the other properties assigned to persons remain unchanged throughout 
the simulation experiments.

Shifting the fte settings of the person icons simulates the change in resource allocation; 
the CeO person property settings remain unchanged throughout. In figure a2, the positions of 
the person icons have changed but so have the values of the fte property. unfortunately, the 
change in FTE settings is not represented graphically. The final organizational configuration 
is described as unbalanced and, in fact, the later stages of the process now have twice as 
many human resources assigned as the earlier stages. eXeC2’s fte is now set to a value of 
four, while eXeC1’s fte has been reduced to two. likewise, both sales icons’ fte property 
is set to a value of eight while the fte setting for both r&D persons is reduced to a value 
of four. Therefore, the final organizational configuration has two executives overseeing the 
work of eight employees on the eight a and B tasks of the four product lines. four executives 
and sixteen employees oversee the C and D tasks of these same product lines. twice as many 
human resources are dedicated to the later stages of the product line than to the earlier stages.

Sequencing

the changes to strategy, structure, and resource allocation can now be applied to the 
initial organizational configuration in different sequences to measure the effect of sequence 
on the adaptation process. as mentioned in the results section, there are a total of six possible 
sequences when only three organizational elements are being changed. each sequence follows 
the organization as it transforms through four organizational configurations. To illustrate 
this point, let us use the Structure→resource allocation→Strategy sequence as an example. 
The simulation starts with the initial configuration depicted in Figure A1. The first element 
changed is the structure, and the organization is now in the configuration represented in 
Figure A3. The third configuration is created by the next change, in this case the introduction 
of an unbalanced resource allocation. recall that this change is created by a change in fte 
settings and cannot be seen graphically. finally, the strategy is changed and the organization 
now enters its fourth and final configuration as seen in Figure A2.

each sequence is modeled by simulating the organization as it runs through the four 
configurations that represent the sequence. The SimVision™ software allows for the creation 
of projects, and these projects can be linked together with successor links. therefore, by 

Fig. a3. u-form Structure (Change Structure first)
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creating all the organizational configurations represented by a sequence and then linking 
these configurations together in the appropriate order we can simulate the adaptation process. 
the simulation output gives us details on the total duration of the simulation – that is, how 
long it took the organization to cycle through all four of the organizational configurations that 
represent a given change sequence as well as the total work volume accomplished. these two 
outputs are the performance metrics presented in table 1.
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abstract: Despite the centrality of “design” to the field of organizational science, we argue 
that its use has remained at the level of metaphor rather than practice. Donald schon’s concept 
of “reflection in action” addresses this gap by describing how managers can practice designing 
by generating problem frames as hypotheses, and then testing and refining those hypotheses 
in the situation. Much of management theory has focused on stable and predictable situations 
where problem framing is less important. As practitioners and scholars alike increasingly 
embrace the complexity and ambiguity of the global business environment, Schon’s ideas are 
starting to take hold. In this article, we explore Schon’s concept of the “reflective practitioner” 
and show how it can move beyond theory to implementation.
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For those who study organization design, one of the most influential works has been Donald 
Schon’s (1982) book, The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action. In 
it, Schon put flesh on the bones of Simon’s (1969) assertion about the centrality of design 
to the practice of management by providing detailed descriptions of the design process for 
professional work across an array of fields. While business managers are the focus of an 
entire chapter, Schon’s analysis of managerial practice has received less attention than his 
chapter on architecture, featuring the arresting character of Quist, a master architect. It is 
Schon’s rich description of Quist’s “reflection in action” that contributed to establishing 
design as one of the powerful metaphors in the field of organizational science:

Quist spins out a web of moves, subjecting each cluster of moves to multiple evaluations 
drawn from his repertoire of design domains. As he does so, he shifts from embracing 
freedom of choice to acceptance of implications, from involvement in local units to a 
distanced consideration of the resulting whole, and from a stance of tentative exploration 
to one of commitment. He discovers in the situation’s back-talk a whole new idea which 
generates a system of implications for further moves.  His global experiment is also a 
reflective conversation with the situation. (Schon, 1982: 102-103)

But “design” in use, both in research and in practice, has remained largely at the level of 
metaphor, meaning “a word or phrase literally denoting one kind of object or idea used 
in place of another to suggest a likeness or analogy between them” (Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary, 2012). In other words, we have not taken to heart the actual practice of designing 
and what that looks like as practiced by Quist, a true designer. Instead, we have spoken 
figuratively of the need for design as a kind of grand plan, not taking the notion of designing 
literally. To do so would be to treat design as a verb instead of a noun, and to teach design 
methods to our students and advocate their use by practitioners. schon’s contribution is to 
share with us the specifics of design as a practice, by highlighting Quist’s process of decision 
making as a “reflective conversation with a situation” in which the complexity of the situation 
necessitates an experimental approach. Each choice Quist makes results in both intended and 
unintended consequences that he attends to carefully. In this view of professional practice, 
design becomes a “shaping process” in which the situation “talks back” continually and 

http://www.jorgdesign.net
http://dx.doi.org/10.7146/jod.6298
http://www.orgdesigncomm.com
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“each move is a local experiment which contributes to the global experiment of reframing 
the problem.” 

This view of the decision-making process is of special significance in today’s increasingly 
complex and ambiguous business environment, and it offers managers a powerful means of 
enhancing their individual effectiveness. It also suggests organizational designs better suited 
to the challenges of solving the “wicked problems” (Churchman, 1967) that characterize 
strategy making today. 

eLeMents Of the refLective PractitiOner in 
actiOn
schon’s designer begins by imposing a frame on a situation and then uses that frame to 
explore a variety of hypothetical “what if” statements before settling on a particularly 
promising one for further inquiry. The hypothesis-generation process is followed by an 
evaluative conversation in which the designer acts (in the virtual environment provided by 
the design process) and then attends to the feedback from the situation to iterate towards an 
improved solution. Throughout the process, the designer calls up his or her past experiences 
(“repertoire”) and uses these to inform but not to constrain choices, moving between intense 
immersion with the nuances of the situation and a more distanced appraisal of the whole. 

At an abstract level, it is easy to extend the metaphor of architectural design Schon 
describes to the design of organizations. Organizations, after all, are just particular kinds 
of spaces. Rather than working with bricks and mortar, organizational leaders create spaces 
out of different kinds of material: structures, cultures, systems, and processes. Nonetheless, 
these organizational spaces are designed with a purpose in mind, and they succeed (or fail) 
to the extent that they evoke the desired behaviors from their members necessary to achieve 
the organization’s purpose. schon teaches us that the process behind the creation of space is 
fundamentally hypothesis-driven when practiced by the masters.

This core lesson, however, has largely failed to take hold in management practice. For 
most business managers and students, the concept of hypothesis-driven decision making 
remains a foreign one, scarcely attended to in most business curricula or given attention in 
management practice. The traditional decision-making processes that are taught involve a 
linear method of thinking in which the problem is defined (and that definition is accepted 
as “true”), a comprehensive range of alternative solutions is generated and evaluated, and 
the optimal one is selected. While this decision process can be efficient, it is less useful in 
complex and ambiguous situations, where problem definition is an open and critical question.  

In contrast, a hypothesis-driven approach is iterative in nature, skeptical as to the definition 
of the problem itself, opportunistic in its generation of solutions, and almost obsessed with 
optionality and experimentation, rather than a single-solution approach borne of analysis. The 
stark contrast between the linear and hypothesis-driven approaches, while keeping Schon’s 
work on the reading list of doctoral students, has not accorded it much attention on the reading 
lists of managers, who tend to be more comfortable with efficiency than experimentation.    

this situation may be changing: schon’s ideas, if not his words, are very much at the 
center of management conversation today. his ideas are especially evident in current popular 
management tomes that call attention to “little bets” (Sims, 2011), “lean start-ups” (Ries, 
2011) and “learning launches” (Liedtka, Rosen, & Wiltbank, 2009), to note just a few of the 
terms that have emerged to encourage experimentation in organizations. schon’s concept of 
repertoire has also recently received enthusiastic attention in the popular press, as in Malcolm 
Gladwell’s Blink (2005), and in the business press in books such as Strategic Intuition 
(Duggan, 2009). 

It does not require great foresight to see why design-oriented, hypothesis-driven behaviors 
are likely to lead to more effective and efficient organizational functioning in environments 
of continuous ambiguity and uncertainty, or why answering the wrong question, or answering 
the right question poorly, is increasingly costly in such environments. Hypothesis-driven 
thinking allows the accommodation of both the left brain processes traditionally associated 
with business with the right brain processes suddenly popular in the wake of the success 
of innovative firms like Apple and IDEO. In such firms, hypothesis generation asks the 
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creative question, “What if?” and hypothesis testing follows, bringing relevant data to bear 
on the situation. Taken together, and repeated over time, this sequence allows managers to 
achieve ever-improving outcomes without forfeiting the ability to explore new ideas. Such 
an approach allows movement beyond simplistic notions of cause and effect to continuous 
learning and is central to creating ambidextrous organizations (Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996). 
translating schon’s theories and observations from abstract ideas into concrete behaviors 
represents a significant opportunity for management practitioners. In the next sections, we 
discuss what that translation would look like.

BriDging the gaP Between theOry anD Practice
Creating effective hypothesis-driven organizational decision making involves paying 
attention to three distinct elements highlighted by Schon: framing, assumption testing, and 
repertoire.

framing

Problem framing is a well-recognized aspect of decision making – in theory. Before managers 
can solve problems or take advantage of opportunities that may arise in their businesses, it 
is evident that they must frame those problems or opportunities. Schon’s work contributes 
by directing our attention to the importance of the conscious imposition of a frame on a 
problematic situation. That is, he insists that the frame itself be treated as a hypothesis. We 
know that leaders often identify and frame problems intuitively without much conscious 
deliberation. Thus, they do not notice or pay as much attention to framing as they do to other 
phases of decision making. By engaging this process more carefully, managers can explore 
improved frames for problem definition and avoid the costs associated with selecting and 
persisting with a flawed frame.

The “facts” of a situation are always interpreted from a particular point of view. Schon 
points out that people frame problems based on their repertoire of past experiences and 
knowledge. Some problems are particularly difficult because they can be associated with a 
variety of factors, and therefore, it can be unclear how one should frame the problem and how 
one can best act in relation to it. to engage in more deliberate problem framing requires meta 
cognition – or thinking about thinking. Decision makers must question their own approach 
to the problem and consider ways to approach it differently that may increase the chances of 
obtaining a successful solution.

Schon says that decision makers must then attend to how the situation is reshaped by 
imposing that particular frame, by assessing what actions become possible as a result, what 
disconfirming data arise, and what explanations might account for them. Seeing a situation in 
a particular way is not enough; the effectiveness of the frame must be discovered in action, 
preferably in low-cost tests of the assumptions that underlie the solution derived from that 
frame.

assumption testing

To treat a problem definition as a hypothesis entails surfacing and testing the assumptions 
upon which it is based. Any hypothesis is only as good as its underlying assumptions are 
valid. Raising and testing deeply embedded assumptions about what must be true for any 
given choice to be a good one is essential to good decision making. It is in the testing of 
assumptions that, in Schon’s words, “the situation talks back, the practitioner listens, and as 
he appreciates what he hears, he reframes the situation once again, in an iterative not a linear 
fashion” (1982:132 ). In the assumption-testing process, discrepant cues and disconfirming 
data can reveal the inadequacy of a particular frame and its attendant solution.

But managers find this approach challenging in practice. Almost 50 years after Simon’s 
(1969) assertion that design is central to management practice, hypothesis generation and 
testing is rarely at the core of any training in management. Accordingly, most managers are 
not trained to be hypothesis-driven in their decision-making approach. Though they may be 
data-driven, it is generally historical data that managers already have on hand that they use 
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in their decision making. Starting with a hypothesis and then figuring out what data you need 
to test it – and where to find that data – reverses this process. Many times the assumptions 
themselves are not clearly visible nor are the data needed to address them readily known. 
Therefore, it has to be solicited from key stakeholders. In order to conduct such tests, Schon 
points out that managers must have “virtual worlds” to work in: 

Virtual worlds are contexts for experiment within which practitioners can suspend or 
control some of the everyday impediments to rigorous reflection-in-action. They are 
representative worlds of practice in the double sense of “practice.” (Schon, 1982: 162)

Providing the safety of virtual worlds in which organizational members can conduct their 
experiments and test their framing of a situation, as well as the solutions a particular framing 
suggests, is an essential task in organizational design according to Schon.

repertoire

Central to both framing and assumption testing is schon’s notion of repertoire. repertoire 
is a set of interpretive lenses that practitioners acquire through experience and learning. the 
quality (and hence efficacy) of the initial framing and its attendant hypothesis generation is 
repertoire-dependent: the hypothesis that Quist generates is strongly influenced by his past. 
to be a master architect is to possess an array of frames that relate to the shape of different 
problematic situations. As the situation “talks back,” Quist interprets what it says through 
his own stories and experiences to make sense of unfolding reactions as they occur. Quist’s 
extensive repertoire allows him to quickly hypothesize about the “shape of the problem.” 
This recognition allows him to zero in on a hypothetical solution with seemingly uncanny 
accuracy. What looks like a flash of brilliant insight – or creativity – is in fact his repertoire 
at work. It is not that Quist is smarter than the young apprentice he supervises. He merely has 
what she lacks – an extensive set of experiences that he has transformed into learning that is 
accessible in the face of a new situation.

When decision makers try to make sense of a new situation, they search first for its 
familiarity to something already present in their repertoire. Indeed, “it is our capacity to see 
unfamiliar situations as familiar ones and to do in the former as we have done in the latter 
that enables us to bring our past experience to bear on the unique case,” Schon (1982:140) 
asserts. Thus, helping organizational members develop a broad repertoire is key to grooming 
them for success in hypothesis generation. Furthermore, Schon argues that it is only in the 
doing that repertoire really develops. Learners must be allowed to make choices and then be 
encouraged to understand the consequences of such choices in the situation’s “back talk.”  
This reaffirms the importance of “virtual worlds”, and the challenge of organizational design 
is to create environments that make the consequences of those choices, and the inevitable 
mistakes that they embody, as low risk and inexpensive as possible.

iMPLicatiOns fOr Practice
We see five ways that Schon’s ideas can be implemented in order to enhance an organization’s 
ability to deal with complex, dynamic environments. 
1. focus on building repertoire. Opportunities lie latent, waiting to be discovered, 

but only some of us see them depending upon our repertoire. Chances are that those 
who spot opportunities can do so because they have already seen them in some form 
or another, perhaps in a different industry or other environment. The broader an 
organizational member’s repertoire, the more experiences that person has had, the more 
likely he or she is to see something that others with a narrower repertoire will miss. This 
is important to keep in mind as organizations design employee development processes 
and paths. Developing managers in silos makes for narrow repertoires. High-performing 
organizations have long believed in developing leadership talent through exposure to 
multiple functions and businesses. this model has a direct impact on employees’ ability 
to be better decision makers in the face of uncertainty as well.

While obtaining multiple experiences, organization members must be explicitly 
guided by the concept of repertoire building. Dweck’s (2006) research on school 
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children’s development, whether they pursue or avoid new experiences, offers sobering 
evidence of the extent to which our educational systems discourage learning when they 
emphasize avoiding mistakes. Higgins (2007) offers a similar perspective about our 
individual predisposition. Like Dweck, Higgins sees two types of focus in new situations: 
promotion and prevention. People with a promotion focus (“promoters”) are motivated 
by an idealized end state which leads to a concern with advancement, growth, and 
accomplishment. Those with a prevention focus (“preventers”) are motivated more by 
avoiding negative outcomes and so are concerned with protection and safety. Promoters, 
Higgins argues, prefer errors of commission because their inclination is to act, to pursue 
multiple avenues to reach their goals. Preventers prefer errors of omission, choosing 
instead not to act in order to minimize the possibility of a negative outcome. These two 
streams of research suggest that many organizational members arrive at work with a 
fear of failure that causes them to avoid opportunities that build repertoire, preferring 
instead errors of omission. When organizations punish mistakes, they add fuel to the fire 
and encourage unwillingness to experiment and the avoidance of new experiences that 
broaden repertoire. 

A focus on repertoire also necessitates that we give special attention to managers who 
have “grown up” without the benefits of attention to broadening their experience base. 
Here, two prescriptions come to mind. First, much research attests to the importance 
of diverse teams that provide a broader perspective when the repertoires of individual 
members are limited – the diversity of the cumulative members’ experience may 
compensate for the narrowness of individual repertoires. Second, explicit attention to 
the influence of industry and organizational mental models on problem framing becomes 
especially important in decision-making processes.

2. focus on doing while analyzing. In an uncertain environment, the bias clearly should 
be towards experimentation and action, granting organizational members the autonomy 
and resources to act without seeking layers of permission. And if risk cannot be avoided, 
organizations must turn their attention to managing it. Organizational designs must 
encourage members to start small with contained experiments that minimize the costs 
of learning. Examples include using partners instead of building new manufacturing 
facilities and relying on the extension of already developed capabilities versus 
developing new ones. Part of risk reduction is also about keeping it simple and local 
– where feedback is quick and unambiguous, and where corporate politics and layers 
of interpretation do not get in the way of assessing the relationship between cause and 
effect. This is how learning from experiments is made easier. 

3. Obtain quick and inexpensive feedback from the environment. “fail early to succeed 
sooner” is a phrase heard today in innovative organizations. In fact, an emphasis on 
speed may be the ultimate Trojan horse of adaptability and innovation – so seemingly 
innocent on the outside, but subversive to bureaucracy at its core. Decision-making 
processes in many large organizations are set up almost surely to veto managers’ ability 
to quickly and easily conduct small experiments in the marketplace. Instead, managers 
find themselves trapped in conference rooms, revising Power Point presentations aimed 
at “proving” that an idea that does not yet exist will succeed in order to obtain permission 
to act. this is a fool’s errand. advice to end run the systems and processes set up to 
control access to funding and other organizational resources sounds subversive indeed. 
Committing to making speed a top priority accomplishes much the same thing but from 
beneath a cloak of respectability – for in today’s world, who can be against speed? 

On the other hand, while organizations should be impatient to act, they must not be so 
impatient that they proceed to scaling a new idea without first listening to the situation 
talk back. Often, an organization’s idea of an experiment is to pilot a new product and see 
whether or not it sells. This, however, does not constitute a test that allows for learning 
about how to improve the hypothesis for further testing. In a world of complexity and 
ambiguity, we are unlikely to get it right the first time, and so data that allow us to fail 
quickly and cheaply may be the most useful kind of all.

4. create virtual worlds where it is safe to fail. Organizations need to be designed to 
conduct experiments aimed at learning rather than testing theoretically finished products 
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and strategies. To borrow Schrage’s (2000) concept of “serious play”, treat prototypes 
“as playgrounds not dress rehearsals.” Managers need to test assumptions rather than 
final solutions. The idea that organizations must take risks to succeed in uncertain 
environments is an old cliché. With risk comes the possibility of failure, of committing 
errors. Therefore, organizational culture and process must be accepting of intelligent 
“mistakes” in service to learning. Levitt (2012) discusses how virtual methods can be 
used to study, design, and even invent organizations. 

5. establish infrastructure to support experimentation. Many of the behaviors 
schon advocates are facilitated by appropriate organizational systems and processes. 
Organizational members develop broad repertoires more easily when rich human resource 
processes for recruiting, training, and education are in place.  Individuals are encouraged 
to have a growth or “promotion” mindset when the organization’s own cultural mindset 
is not fixed. Feedback arrives quickly when information and accounting systems measure 
the right outcomes and get this information to the right people promptly and accurately. 
Minds are prepared to recognize opportunity through thoughtful planning and budgeting 
practices and exposure to customers. Ideas get to market for rapid testing only when 
trusting relationships with supply chain partners make that possible. 

cOncLusiOn
Schon recognized the inherent tension between the design orientation of professionals 
and the rules of the bureaucracies they are often asked to operate in. That tension – that 
“organizational predicament” as he called it – demands extraordinary organizational designs:

In contrast to the normal bureaucratic emphasis on uniform procedures, objective 
measures of performance and center/periphery systems of control, a reflective institution 
must place a high priority on flexible procedures, differentiated responses, qualitative 
appreciation of complex processes, and decentralized responsibility for judgment and 
action. (Schon, 1982: 338) 

More than thirty years later, Schon’s words still ring true, and we aspire to see increasing use 
of his “reflection in action” approach by business professionals, to transform design from a 
metaphorical talking point to a reality in practice.
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UsIng sImUlatIOn tO 
stUDy, DesIgn, anD Invent 
OrganIzatIOns
RaymOnD E. LEvitt

abstract: Over the past 50 years, computational modeling and simulation have had 
enormous impact on the advancement of knowledge in fields such as physics, chemistry, 
and subsequently, biology. After simulation models had been validated in these fields, they 
were rapidly adopted as powerful new tools to enhance and extend engineering practice. 
might social science and management practice be following a similar trajectory? this article 
argues that progressively validated, calibrated, and refined computational simulation models 
of organizations are rapidly evolving into: (a) powerful new kinds of organizational analysis 
tools to support organization design by predicting the performance of specific organizational 
configurations for a given task and environment; (b) flexible new kinds of organizational 
theorem provers for validating extant organization theory and developing new theory; 
and (c) organizational test benches that can be used to explore the efficacy of hypothetical 
organizational configurations that can address the unprecedented demands of new and 
emerging work processes in the presence of high levels of uncertainty and ambiguity.

Keywords: Simulation; agent-based; organization design; research methods

Agent-based simulation has advanced the predictive power of the physical sciences and 
engineering immensely since the late 1960s. Computational simulation models of bridges, 
buildings, and airplanes can often predict their stress-strain-deflection behavior to finer 
tolerances than they can be built. Similarly, chemical reactions, groundwater flow, and many 
other engineering phenomena are being ever more accurately simulated. Could social science 
and management practice—specifically, the science and practice of organization theory, 
which began to explore the use of computational modeling in earnest starting around the 
1980s—be following a similar trajectory? this article argues that the spectacular success of 
simulation in advancing engineering science and practice over the past 50 years provides a 
template for the potential impact of agent-based simulation on organizational science and 
organizational design. 

agEnt-BasED simuLatiOn in ORganizatiOn sciEncE 
anD DEsign
similar to their colleagues in the physical sciences and engineering, organizational scientists 
have generally used a “three-legged stool” research approach. They have: 

1. Gathered empirical data from real-world observations to motivate, test, and refine 
organization theories;

2. Designed and executed experiments, typically using paid student subjects, in much 
the same way as engineering researchers used physical scale models; and

3. Developed theories based on these observations and experiments, sometimes 
formalized in mathematics (especially in economics) but more commonly expressed 
in words and diagrams. 
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arguably, the most serious shortcoming of traditional social science research has been the 
paucity of unified, multi-level theories. Micro behavioral theories and empirical findings 
from cognitive and social psychology have been developed in relative isolation from macro 
theories and empirical findings in sociology, political science, and economics. The result—
until some recent work in behavioral economics and political science—has been a series of 
unconnected, single-level, discipline-based “islands of theorizing” in the social sciences.  

Agent-based computational simulation addresses this deficiency in traditional social 
science research. Mature, validated, micro social science findings can be embedded in 
computational agents as sets of “canonical” micro behaviors. The designer of a simulation 
experiment can then model the way in which these canonical agents interact with other 
computational agents and aspects of the task and/or environment to generate emergent 
meso- and macro-level organizational predictions, which can then be validated against meso- 
and macro-empirical data. This is the approach that was used so successfully by physical 
scientists and engineers in developing their “finite element” models of structural and other 
engineered systems: Embed well-validated micro physical behaviors in thousands of small 
“finite elements” and then simulate the elements’ collective behaviors and their interactions 
with connected elements to generate emergent meso- and macro-level predictions that can be 
tested against real-world macro data. 

starting with the pioneering work of Cyert and march (1963) and Cohen and Cyert (1965), 
and encouraged by the widely cited “garbage can model” of organizational choice (Cohen, 
march, & Olsen, 1972), computational modeling and simulation have now provided a fourth 
modality for social science research. social science research based on computational modeling 
and simulation has not yet come close to replacing synthetic experiments in the same way 
that computational modeling in the physical sciences has almost totally replaced physical 
scale models, but it is beginning to augment traditional synthetic and natural empirical 
experiments in psychology, sociology, economics, and political science for developing and 
testing theories, and some mature computational modeling tools have begun to be used by 
management consultants for organizational diagnosis and design.

thE POwER Of “sERiOus PLay”
michael schrage (2000) describes how validated simulation tools with intuitive visual inputs 
and outputs allow multidisciplinary groups of people to engage in new kinds of collaborative 
work. He termed the process in which group members can propose alternatives and rapidly 
simulate and visualize their predicted outcomes “serious play.” Working as an organizational 
design consultant in some highly charged corporate situations, the author has experienced 
the serious play phenomenon firsthand with organizational simulations. Competing ideas 
about how a work process and organization should be configured are imbued with the ego of 
each alternative’s proponent and are impossible to test without simulation except by trial and 
error in vivo. they are thus not easily resolved. However, when provided with intuitive and 
credible real-time simulation outputs that reveal and display the implications of alternative 
proposed solutions, participants immediately shift their focus from debating the ego-bound, 
proposed alternatives to a much more objective discussion about the implications of the 
competing alternatives. a far more rational and constructive dialogue develops that becomes 
focused on which set of outcomes is more or less desirable, rather than on the beauty—or 
lack thereof—of each proponent’s ideas. The following section presents two software tools 
with strong grounding in organization science research that enable this kind of serious play 
in the process of organization design.

caPaBiLitiEs anD LimitatiOns Of twO 
ORganizatiOnaL simuLatiOn tOOLs
a small number of computational modeling and simulation tools for organizational diagnosis 
and design have undergone extensive validation and can be used confidently both for 
organization design and organizational research. We describe two examples here. Various 
others are currently being developed.

Burton and Obel’s (2004) Organizational Consultant® uses sets of rules based on 
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meticulously integrated findings from decades of empirical organizational research to analyze 
the degree of fit among an organization’s environment, technology, management style, and 
multiple dimensions of its structural configuration. Organizational Consultant has been 
validated against more than one hundred enterprises in multiple countries and can thus be 
used confidently at the level of a business unit or an enterprise to diagnose structural misfits as 
well as to explore the fit of alternative organizational configurations and to make predictions 
about the fitness of innovative organizational designs proposed to address hypothetical future 
technological, environmental, and managerial contexts. 

SimVision®, based on Stanford’s 20-year “Virtual Design Team”1 research program, is 
an agent-based model that simulates the information processing demand vs. information 
processing capacity of project organizations engaged in complex and fast-paced, semi-
routine, project-based work. SimVision makes specific quantitative predictions about 
schedule, cost, and quality outcomes of alternative organizational configurations, including 
task assignments; reporting relationships; managers’ spans of control; workers’ and managers’ 
skill levels; levels of centralization, formalization, and matrix strength; and team experience 
(Jin & Levitt, 1996; Levitt, Thomsen, Christiansen, Kunz, Jin, & Nass, 1999). It has been 
validated over more than a decade on hundreds of projects in construction, aerospace, 
consumer products, software development, semiconductors, and pharmaceuticals and is 
now in routine commercial use to design organizations for complex, fast-track engineering 
projects worldwide. It has been extended to model the contention for scarce human resources 
in an organization posed by a portfolio of ongoing projects or programs, so that it can provide 
business unit or enterprise-level simulation of project-based organizations like engineering 
firms, management consulting firms, or large IT departments. Moreover, SimVision® has 
increasingly been used by researchers since 2000 as an organizational test bench to answer 
organizational questions and explore innovative organizational configurations (e.g., Cardinal, 
Turner, Fern, & Burton, 2011; Carroll & Burton, 2000; Carroll, Gormley, Bilardo, Burton, & 
Woodman, 2006; Jensen, Håkonsson, Burton, & Obel, 2010; Kim & Burton, 2002; Nissen & 
Burton, 2011; Wong & Burton, 2000). 

cautiOns aBOut ORganizatiOnaL simuLatiOn
With rapid advances in object-oriented computer languages, it is now relatively easy to embed 
multiple complex behaviors into computational agents, assemble the agents into different 
organizational configurations in different contexts, assign tasks to the agents, and generate 
emergent organizational outcomes. Predictably, the ease of building new simulation models 
has led to simulation research of varied quality. good science builds on previous science, but 
many of the simulation models developed during the last decade have not built on previous 
research. this section offers some cautions in developing organizational simulations to avoid 
the pitfalls of poor science and ineffective management consulting.

Build organizational simulation models on firm ground. For a model’s predictions 
to be credible and repeatable, its agent micro behaviors must be grounded in the findings 
of the best available research. Before they could be used for the design of buildings or 
airplanes, finite element engineering models had to undergo extensive evaluation of their 
micro behavior, their interaction algorithms, and their outputs at multiple levels. similarly, 
before simulation models can be used with confidence to design real-world organizations, 
their micro behavior, interaction algorithms, and outputs need extensive validation.2 When no 
prior empirical micro social science research exists to specify the agent behaviors of interest, 
organizational researchers—or their cognitive and social psychology collaborators—must 
study and understand the micro behaviors of interest through meticulous new ethnographic 
research rather than simply assuming them.  

1 the name virtual Design team was intended to denote a computer simulation of a real design team not the 
current colloquial meaning of a “virtual” team as a geographically distributed or temporary, multi-organizational 
team.
2 This kind of validation is very time-consuming, extending way beyond the duration of a typical Ph.D. 
dissertation, and so has often not been done as well as it should be. Thomsen, Levitt, Kunz, Nass, and Fridsma 
(1999) propose the stages of validation through which a computational model of organizations should be 
developed.
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use just enough detail. It is now easy to build agent-based models with sets of behaviors 
that are far more complex, and that interact in many more ways, than can be done intelligibly 
using verbal models or, more formally, in tractable mathematical models. this has led many 
early computational modelers to build models with agent behaviors and interactions that are 
so complex that the causality of their emergent behavior is as opaque as that of the real-world 
organizations they aspire to inform. as Burton and Obel (2011) state, overly complex models 
do not serve to advance organizational science. And, because they cannot be scientifically 
validated, their predictions are unlikely to hold up in real-world settings. So the second 
caution for aspiring computational modelers is to keep models as simple as possible for their 
intended purpose. 

use natural workplace idioms not organizational jargon. model terminology must be 
focused on its intended audience. early versions of vDt that we developed for academic 
audiences use terms like “actors” and “activities” to describe what managers call “workers” 
and “tasks”. We learned very quickly, however, that tools being used to support organization 
design in managerial settings must use natural idioms from the workplace to be effective.

find the future at the edges of the present. When the author was looking to simulate 
examples of radically decentralized organizations that could be models for new kinds of 
“power to the edge” construction projects, the most relevant examples were found in open-
source software development, Internet video production, and other emerging workplaces, 
not on the construction sites of even the most progressive construction firms. The future of 
organizational forms is being invented by Web 2.0 millennials in their highly interactive 
and creative work and play, not in the r&D departments of Fortune 100 companies or the 
laboratories of on-campus social scientists.

cOncLusiOns
this article began by asking whether computational simulation of organizations might 
follow the same trajectory that proved so successful in advancing the physical sciences and 
engineering. We conclude that this is indeed the case, albeit lagging the physical sciences 
by about two decades. Computational experiments and computer-aided organization design 
consulting are already becoming routine. Organizational Consultant currently provides 
valuable, albeit qualitative, suggestions for improving structural and contextual fit at the level 
of an enterprise or business unit, and simvision provides quantitative predictions for project 
organizations engaged in semi-routine work processes. The limitations of these simulations, 
although significant, still allow both of these models to be used to design a wide range of real-
world enterprise and project-level organizations. Moreover, these kinds of computational 
models are also now being used to teach organization design at dozens of universities around 
the world. and they are being used to explore designs for new, more agile, and decentralized 
forms of organizations that can cope with the rapid change and the democratic and interactive 
work styles of the “Web 2.0” world and the new millennial workers (Alberts & Hayes, 2003; 
Cardinal et al., 2011; Levitt, 2011).

The increasing availability of “Big Data” (Galbraith, 2012; McKinsey Global Institute, 
2011) about social behavior contained in the myriad online traces that users of enterprise 
computing systems, supply chain management tools, and social networking sites leave behind 
them offers a treasure trove of data to refine and extend micro theories of human behavior. 
these data are already being used extensively by marketing researchers and being applied 
to design ever more finely targeted advertising and political campaigns. Organizational 
researchers can use the same kinds of big data, under appropriate privacy protocols, to 
extend and refine our theories of micro behavior in a working world that is increasingly 
communicating online and becoming more socially networked.  

there is exciting and important work to be done, and powerful and accessible tools and 
data sources to do it with. go forth and simulate!
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abstract: Creating organizational designs that maximize performance is a key goal for 
many executives. We sought to uncover ways that a giant organization – the united States 
Department of Defense (DoD) – could improve its performance via organazational design 
changes. Based on input from 80 executives who collectively represent over 60 defense 
contractors, we found that the DoD could become more efficient and effective by (1) relying 
on relational contracting within its supply chains, (2) designing better reward systems, (3) 
focusing on results rather than processes when managing its suppliers, (4) moving its supply 
chains toward a best value approach, and (5) investing strategically in its workforce. In 
drawing implications from our findings for organizations in general, we highlight companies 
that have reaped rewards from making these five moves in the past.

Keywords: Organization design; supply chain management; strategic management; 
performance

“We must…abandon inefficient practices.”
ashton Carter, united States under Secretary of Defense 

for acquisition, Technology, and logistics
June 28, 2010 memorandum for acquisition professionals

like most large organizations, the united States Department of Defense (DoD) acquires 
many of the materials it needs from outside the organization. It spends approximately $400 
billion per year – roughly 57% of its overall budget – acquiring products and services via 
defense contractors. each acquisition involves two main types of costs – the actual cost 
of the goods and services and the transaction costs involved in the acquisition process. 
most organizations incur far more transaction costs than necessary, making them much less 
efficient than they could be.

also like most organizations, the DoD seeks to enhance its performance by reducing costs 
and increasing efficiency. Under Secretary Carter’s memo of June 28, 2010 notes the need 
to “identify and then act on steps [DoD] can take to obtain two to three percent net annual 
growth in warfighting capabilities without incurring a commensurate budget increase by 
identifying and eliminating unproductive or low-value added overhead; in effect, doing more 
without more.” The reduction of transaction costs offers an excellent opportunity to help 
meet this goal.

In our view, decisions about organizational design and related aspects of organizing have 
the potential to improve the DoD. further, many of the insights that can arise from analyzing 
DoD practices can inform organizations in general. In seeking to gain these insights, we 

http://www.jorgdesign.net
http://dx.doi.org/10.7146/jod.6430
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tapped into the knowledge and experience of leading defense contractors that supply the 
united States air force (uSaf). Because contractors have a vast experience base to draw 
from when assessing the USAF’s supply function, they are uniquely positioned to provide 
valuable external points of view about opportunities for the uSaf to improve supply chain 
performance. We collected data from 80 executives who collectively represent more than 
60 of the USAF’s largest suppliers. Their ideas provide the basis for five insights for the 
uSaf and for organizations in general about how to improve supply chain performance via 
organizational design.

bacKGrOunD anD stuDy
Words such as “overhead” and “bureaucracy” are often used to refer to administrative 
processes that cost money but add little value. When searching for ways to improve 
organizational design and increase efficiency, the leaders of an organization usually target 
these processes. Overhead and bureaucracy are convenient villains, but some degree of 
oversight is necessary within any organization in order for its goals to be met. Thus, sorting 
through what administrative costs are necessary and what costs are candidates for elimination 
should be central to efforts to become more efficient. Understanding how costs arise and 
evolve within administrative processes is an important first step.

research on transaction costs offers clues about how costs arise and evolve as well as 
how to increase the efficiency of organizational designs. Professor Oliver Williamson of the 
university of California – Berkeley began developing transaction cost theory in the mid-
1970s. This theory has had a profound effect on knowledge about organizational design and 
efficiency (Williamson, 1975, 1985). The impact of Williamson’s work has been so large 
that he was awarded a share of the 2009 Nobel Prize in Economics. One of Williamson’s key 
insights is that organizations can improve their performance by making organizational design 
decisions that minimize transaction costs.

With this insight in mind, we began our study by interviewing experts on government 
contracting about transactions costs within the uSaf. We interviewed two sets of people. 
The first set was three professional consultants who collectively have worked on similar 
research projects to this one, have had careers in the u.S. armed forces, and have worked for 
defense contractors. The second set was five executives at contractors that play key roles as 
suppliers within USAF programs. We told both sets of people that their input was confidential 
in order to encourage them to offer candid thoughts and opinions. 

Following the interviews, we developed a questionnaire to identify contractors’ beliefs 
about the percentage of acquisition program costs that is typically absorbed by transaction 
costs, the factors that raise unnecessary transaction costs, and what could be done to reduce 
these costs. Alongside the questionnaire development, we identified prime- and sub-
contractors1 to target for responses. Several resources were used to identify contractors. The 
first was Government Executive, a publication that lists the 100 largest defense contractors 
and indicates whether these contractors work with the uSaf. The second was the federal 
Procurement Data System, which also contains a contractor list. The third was the DoD’s 
website. We also searched the Internet for other uSaf contractors.

Next, we telephoned each firm and identified relevant executives who work in contracts, 
purchasing, and business development. We then contacted these executives to determine 
whether they are knowledgeable about uSaf acquisition programs and whether they were 
willing to participate in the questionnaire over the phone or via a website. We also guaranteed 
their anonymity. The 144 prime- and sub-contractors who were contacted are listed in the 
appendix. 

Overall, we received input from 80 executives representing at least 60 defense contractors. 
We do not know the exact number of firms that are included because some firms offered more 
than one potential respondent and because we ensured respondents’ anonymity. 

1 a prime contractor is a supplier that has been awarded a contract to supply goods or services to the uSaf. Sub-
contractors are hired by prime contractors to perform work related to fulfilling the contract.
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FinDinGs anD recOmmenDatiOns
To gain a sense of the scope of opportunity presented by improving organizational design, 
we asked contractors to estimate what percentage of USAF acquisition expenditures are 
transaction costs. The average response was that transaction costs account for 25% of uSaf 
acquisition expenditures. If we assume that this estimate is accurate and that this figure 
reflects the DoD as a whole, a decrease of these costs by just 5% would free up $5 billion. 
Such a reduction would be quite modest, given that the potential for improved performance 
within most supply chains is estimated to be approximately 20% (ketchen, rebarick, hult, 
& meyer, 2008). realizing this full potential could result in $20 billion in savings per year 
across the DoD. 

respondents were also asked, What are the main factors that create unnecessary transaction 
costs? and What steps can be taken to reduce unnecessary transaction costs? We followed 
a four-step process to distill insights from the contractors’ answers. First, three subject 
matter experts with doctorates in management independently identified themes among the 
responses. They then exchanged opinions and arrived at consensus about those themes. next, 
a domain analysis that is popular among qualitative researchers was performed (Spradley, 
1979). Third, a computer-guided qualitative analysis was performed using a program called 
QDa miner. finally, the three subject-matter experts reconvened to synthesize the insights 
offered by the three preceding steps. The four-step process gave rise to five main insights. 
These insights are explained below and are summarized in Table 1.

table 1. Potential Benefits of USAF Contractors’ Insights

insight Potential Benefits exemplar company
Improve organizational 

design by relying on 
relational contracting.

long-term relationships 
reduce uncertainty and 

allow partners to collaborate 
with greater confidence, 

reducing the need for costly 
monitoring.

procter & gamble is seeking to 
derive 50% of its innovations 
from external ideas, up from 

10% in 2001.

Design reward systems 
to reward what you 

want done.

Sharing a portion of the 
savings that suppliers create 

encourages them to find 
creative ways to save money 

while maintaining quality 
standards.

To encourage its suppliers 
to share cost-saving ideas, 
communications giant r.r. 

Donnelly splits any savings it 
enjoys with the supplier.

ask “what” not “how”. Specifying outcomes is 
cheaper than monitoring 

processes. allowing suppliers 
to figure out how best to reach 

their goals unleashes their 
motivation and creativity. 

a potential bonus offered 
to C.C. Myers led the firm 

to complete a 140-day 
construction contract in only 

66 days.

move toward a best 
value approach.

Some firms have enjoyed 
significant improvements 

in both efficiency and 
effectiveness by moving away 

from a focus on cost and 
toward a focus on total value 

added for the customer.

Toyota is redesigning its supply 
chains to ensure recovery from 
a major earthquake in only two 

weeks.

Invest strategically in 
the workforce.

Organizations whose 
personnel have the highest 
levels of knowledge, skills, 

and abilities have been found 
to be the most efficient and 

effective.

In an industry that endures 
more than 20% annual 
turnover, over 95% of 

employees at SaS Institute, 
Inc. remain with the firm each 

year.
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1. improve organizational design by relying on relational contracting. 

From our respondents’ points of view, the acquisition process could be much more efficient and 
effective if the uSaf treated contractors differently. This perspective was captured very well 
by a respondent who asserted that the “government needs to view working with a contractor 
as a partner, not an adversary. We are trying to help improve the way they do business, 
yet they sometimes subtly stonewall our efforts.” a similar response was that government 
employees “need to get to know their supply chain better. They are very standoffish so that 
it doesn’t look like they are favoring some suppliers.” Another noted that transaction costs 
can be reduced via “more open teaming/negotiation between contractor and government… 
partnership is the key word, working toward a common goal.” 

Improving communication was seen by several contractors as crucial to building a spirit of 
partnership. One stressed the need for “strong communication paths and understanding along 
each step of the development, delivery, support, and intended use of the products.” a similar 
but more colorful recommendation from a contractor was to “increase communications that 
create learning and understanding… During the proposal phase don’t shut out industry, 
during the development phase be resident with the development team, during the testing 
phase be part of the solution and not the hammer, during the support phase communicate 
expectations for the end user and the equipment often and explicitly.” 

Relational contracting is an organizational design concept that could help the uSaf 
as well as other organizations facing similar problems. When using relational contracting, 
buyers and suppliers work together to build trust. The current DoD approach is to call for 
competitive bids for each contract and closely monitor the winner’s progress. The emphasis 
in relational contracting is not on individual contracts but instead on developing a long-
term relationship across a series of contracts (Dyer & Singh, 1998). rather than hoarding 
information and data to protect against exploitation by the other side, information and data 
are exchanged so that both sides can perform their roles better. as long as a contractor is 
working in a cooperative and trustworthy manner to steadily reduce costs, it will be well-
positioned to receive future business – a promise that furnishes a strong incentive to perform.
relational contracting can reduce transaction costs in several ways (Dyer & Singh, 1998). 
Buyers become less fearful of being cheated by suppliers, thereby decreasing their reliance 
on costly reports and monitoring systems. Suppliers become less fearful of the uncertainty 
surrounding technological goals and demand levels. money can also be saved to the extent 
that trust leads both sides to feel less compelled to negotiate and write detailed contracts. 
Stated simply, relational contracting can help organizations obtain products and services at 
the best prices.

Organizational design research has also tied relational contracting to a valuable change 
in the mindsets surrounding contracting (Weber & mayer, 2011). Traditional contracting 
emphasizes the creation of structures and procedures for preventing losses due to misbehavior. 
One example is complex monitoring systems, such as those that the USAF’s contractors 
view as wasteful. In contrast, the two sides of a relational contract are able to focus on 
the potential gains that can be achieved through collaboration and efforts to build trust. 
This not only improves efficiency, but it also can enhance effectiveness (and thus overall 
value). In 2001, 10% of the innovations pursued by procter & gamble were initiated by 
its suppliers. In recognition of the gains that can be achieved via relational contracting, the 
company’s executives have set a goal of deriving 50% of its innovations from the ideas and 
recommendations of suppliers and other external parties (Slone, Dittman, & mentzer, 2010). 

2. Design reward systems to reward what you want done.

Decades of research have established that organizations must be careful about what they 
reward because inevitably people do what is rewarded (cf. kerr, 1975). One popular book 
has even proclaimed “what gets rewarded gets done” to be the greatest management principle 
in the world (leBoeuf, 1985). Thus, creating effective reward systems is a key element of 
organizational design. Communications giant r.r. Donnelly, for example, rewards suppliers 
financially for helping the firm cut costs. If a supplier’s idea reduces R.R. Donnelly’s costs, 
the firm splits the savings with the supplier (Ketchen et al., 2008).
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In line with this idea, Under Secretary Carter’s memo stresses the need to “incentivize 
efficiency” and the need to align the “incentives of the Department and industry.” One way 
to incentivize contractors – which is a current focus in uSaf contracting – is by splitting the 
savings with contractors if they perform work under budget while meeting quality standards 
and schedules. We encourage the continued – and expanded, where feasible – use of such 
incentives both inside DoD programs and among organizations in general. The alternative 
creates perverse incentives: If no program is in place to share savings, a contractor will be 
tempted to maximize its profits by spending to the limits of a contract. In an effort to avoid 
such problems, the DoD is pursuing a variety of ‘better-buying initiatives’ that attempt to tie 
incentives to good performance. Distilling lessons from in-depth analysis of successful and 
unsuccessful better-buying initiatives has a strong potential to identify best practices that can 
be applied broadly to reduce costs and enhance effectiveness.

3. ask “what” not “how.”

Mandated reports that are used to monitor contractors’ behavior during the course of a USAF 
contract repeatedly came up among our respondents as a thorny issue. One respondent 
highlighted the wasteful nature of “development, collection, and generation of reports that are 
not used nor referenced during [the] contract,” while another pointed to excess costs created 
by “documenting and maintaining processes, compliance, etc., and educating/training staff 
on compliance processes.” another stressed the costs created by “too many reports, too many 
people to have to report to…. no central focus for reporting requirements…. all asking the 
same questions that are constantly being asked without any value being added to product.” 
Others mentioned “unnecessary reports,” “excessive procurement red tape,” “customer 
requirements for meetings, data, reviews, etc.,” and the customer “asking for a hard copy of 
contracts and close outs instead of electronic.” 

Several contractors stressed that merely keeping up with changes to bureaucratic processes 
adds costs. One observed that “changing reporting requirements makes dealing with the 
government difficult.” Another noted that creating reports is “ever changing and very onerous 
with always new requirements, never taking away any requirements.” a third lamented 
that “the way the information is collected changes every two years: paper, then electronic, 
then back to paper.” Overall, contractors called for less “paperwork,” “micromanagement,” 
and “administrative oversight.” They recognize that there is a trade-off with the reporting 
demands of key stakeholders, but they believe costs could be reduced through “streamlining 
unnecessary requirements and policies” and eliminating steps in the process in order to allow 
for “more efficient use of our time.”

a change in organizational design that could improve this situation is shifting from 
managing suppliers by monitoring how they do their work toward concentrating on whether 
or not their performance is sufficient. Specifically, performance-based contracting is a 
contracting approach that involves giving performance specifications to suppliers and letting 
them figure out the best way to meet the specifications. Rather than the buyer dictating both 
what needs to be accomplished and how to do it, the buyer focuses on what and allows the 
supplier to decide how. Because outcomes are easier and cheaper to monitor than behaviors, 
transaction costs are reduced (eisenhardt, 1989). focusing on outcomes would also give 
contractors the flexibility to work with their supply base in a way that suits each program’s 
nature and, in many cases, lower the government’s costs for goods and services (Crook & 
Combs, 2007). Indeed, the more tiers that are involved in an organization’s supply network, 
the higher the potential for performance-based contracting to provide benefits.

a 1994 contract between the State of California and road construction company C.C. 
myers, Inc. provides a striking example of how performance-based contracting can inspire 
exceptional performance. following an earthquake, four bridges on the Santa monica 
freeway in los angeles needed to be replaced. The contract terms stated that the goal was 
to replace the bridges in 140 days. for each day early the work was completed, C.C. myers 
would receive a $200,000 bonus. Offering this bonus was viewed as a good investment 
because economists estimated that the local economy was losing $1 million each day the 
bridges were closed. If the contractor completed the work behind schedule, it would suffer a 
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$200,000 per day penalty. Given these powerful incentives, C.C. Myers fulfilled the contract 
in only 66 days and the firm pocketed a nearly $15 million bonus (Zamichow & Ellis, 1994).

4. move toward a “best value” approach.

Contractors contend that a narrow emphasis on cost within the uSaf acquisition process 
actually ends up costing more in the long run. One emphasized that “They [uSaf] often 
do themselves no favors when the primary evaluation criterion is lowest price, Technically 
Acceptable (LPTA). The LPTA is fine for the purchase of items that are commodities. 
however, when you are talking about specialized goods and services, lpTa is not in the 
best interest of the government because lpTa does not allow for a complex analysis and 
therefore limits the government’s ability to make smart, value-based decisions. For these 
types of specialized services, lpTa actually presents a higher-risk approach, and in the end 
the government pays more than it would have if the evaluation criteria had been risk-based 
rather than price-based.”another respondent lamented that decision makers“…focus too 
much on price. The government does not get the best or the most technically sound products 
– just the cheapest.”

Some forward-thinking organizations have been transitioning away from designing their 
supply chains around one main metric – usually cost or speed – and toward a best value 
approach. Best value supply chains focus on delivering the maximum total value added to 
the customer across four metrics: cost, quality, speed, and flexibility (Ketchen, et al., 2008). 
In particular, best value supply chains maximize total value added by developing “the three 
as” – agility (the ability to react quickly to surprises), adaptability (a willingness to change 
when needed, without concern for history and legacy issues), and the alignment of interests 
across the members of a supply chain (ketchen & hult, 2007). 

To the extent that our respondents’ concerns are accurate, shifting the focus of various 
programs away from cost alone and toward total value added via “the three as” has the 
potential to benefit the USAF and other defense organizations. More broadly, organizations 
in general can benefit from making organizational design choices based on finding the right 
balance among cost, quality, speed, and flexibility rather than fixating on cost or speed alone. 

Toyota offers a good example. after the march 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan, 
Toyota struggled to maintain automobile production. Because the firm’s executives had 
emphasized cost minimization within its supply chains, Toyota lacked the flexibility to rely 
on geographic areas that were not affected by the disaster. Toyota is now working on a plan 
aimed at creating enough flexibility in its supply chains to fully recover from a similar disaster 
in only two weeks (kim, 2011). The plan centers on collaborating on common auto parts 
with other Japanese car makers, asking the suppliers of specialized parts to store significant 
amounts of inventory, and ensuring that Toyota’s production facilities in other parts of the 
world are not solely reliant on its Japanese facilities.    

5. invest strategically in the workforce.

Contractors lamented that too many skilled and experienced people are leaving the USAF’s 
acquisition programs and that this turnover creates major costs. One contractor expressed 
concern that “there has been a loss in technical capabilities within the government which 
impacts interpretation of deliverables meeting requirements.” Others pointed to the need for 
a “more knowledgeable procurement workforce,” “stability in the contracting offices,” and 
“more skilled folks in the contract specialist field.” When skilled and experienced people 
leave, one result is that people with less skill and experience are then left in charge of writing 
and managing contracts. This can result in requirements that are too vague, overly complex 
compliance processes, and long cycle times for awarding contracts.

Creating and maintaining a high-quality workforce is vital to organizational efficiency. 
human capital refers to the knowledge, skills, and abilities possessed by employees within 
an organization. a recent meta-analysis of data from over 12,000 organizations found that 
human capital has a strong association with organizational performance (Crook, Todd, 
Combs, Woehr, & ketchen, 2011). Organizations that are able to identify and retain their best 
people are much more likely to be efficient and effective than those that do not. 
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The organizational design implications for the uSaf, and for large complex organizations 
in general, are simple in concept yet very challenging to leverage. When turnover is a 
problem, executives must identify why people with strong knowledge, skills, and abilities 
are leaving their positions and then take action to resolve these concerns and reduce future 
turnover. Such actions might include creating new pathways for recognizing, rewarding, and 
promoting excellent performers. efforts to re-acquire valuable former employees also could 
be worthwhile. More specifically, developing metrics to assess the quality of the re-acquired 
work force and the effectiveness of work force improvement initiatives could improve the 
ability of organizations to fulfill their missions. Similarly, thorough analysis of how the 
various elements of oversight of the acquisition process is helping and harming the ability of 
program managers to meet their objectives could yield substantial benefits.

SAS Institute, Inc. is a firm that appears to have mastered the art of building and keeping 
human capital. According to the firm’s CEO Jim Goodnight, “I guess 95 percent of my assets 
drive out the front gate every evening. It’s my job to bring them back” (Leung, 2009). SAS 
executives keep employees coming back by encouraging them to get their work done in a 
35-hour week, not imposing a dress code, and offering a wide variety of perks such as onsite 
car detailing, a golf putting green, and a masseur. While annual employee turnover at most 
software companies exceeds 20%, only about 2% of SaS employees leave each year. This 
saves SaS tens of millions of dollars on employee recruiting and training. not surprisingly, 
SaS ranked as #1 on Fortune magazine’s 2010 and 2011 lists of best places to work. 

cOnclusiOn
An organization’s supply chain relationships are typically constructed over an extended 
period of time. This evolution of organizational structure can create significant advantages 
as well as disadvantages. On the positive side, mutually beneficial relationships between an 
organization and its suppliers can be developed and nurtured. On the negative side, problem 
areas can become more entrenched with the passage of time. Indeed, in reference to the DoD’s 
organizational design, Under Secretary Carter’s memo cautions that “it has taken years for 
excessive costs and unproductive overhead to creep into our business processes, and it will 
take years to work them out.” Based on research on organizational design and insights from 
leading defense contractors, we offer five recommendations that may reduce unnecessary 
costs in the years ahead. Given that most organizations have inefficiencies within their supply 
chains, these recommendations also may prove useful for organizations in general.
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aPPenDix

Defense Firms contacted for input (n=144)

aaI Corporation
accenture
aCeS
action Target
advanced Integrated Systems
AdvatechPacific
aerojet
aerospace
aerovironment
aegis Defense Services
airscan
aivea
alliant Techsystems
allied Container 
am general 
antonov airlines
applied research associates
aptima
argon ST
arInC
aSSeTT
av
Bae Systems 
Ball Corp
Barrett fire arms
BDm
Bechtel
Beocore
Black knight
Blazeware
Boeing
Boozallenhamilton
Brashear
British fuels
Brogden
CaCI Intl
Carlyle group
Carnegie mellon
Charles Stark Draper
Chenega 
Can
Cole engineering
Colt Defense
Concurrent Tech
Crye
CSC
Cubic
Cybernet Systems

Cypress
Decibel 
Defense Tech
Del
Digital Systems
Dillon aero
DrS
Dyn
Dynetics
eaDS
east West
environmentalTectonics
elbit Systems
enCO
evergreen Intl
exxon
fabrique national De herstal
fgm
flIr systems
fluOr
fmC
fn herstal
force protection
foster Wheeler
foundation health
ga Tech
ge
gemini
general atomics
general Dynamics
geO Centers
gB Industrial Battery
g4 plc
glock
goodrich 
halliburton
harris
healthnet
heckler and koch
hewlett packard
humana
IBm
Ideal Building Services
Industrial machining Design
Infotech
Insight Technology
International research group
Jacobs engineering

John hopkins
kaman aircraft
kearfott
kellogg Brown and root
knights armament
kongsberg Defense
kratos Training Solutions
lockheed martin
mITre
m7
nexgen
northrop grumman
Ornl
OT Training
Osterhout Design
OT Training 
parsons
precision Cast 
Quantum
QinetiQ
raytheon
remington arms
rock Island arsenal
rockwell Collins
rolls royce
rOnCO WSI
SaaB
SBg Technology
SaIC
Sensi
Senspex
Shell Oil
Simplex grinnell
SgIS
Smartronix
Smith and Wesson
Sparta
Springfield Armory
SrC
SrI 
ST engineering
Stanley 
StrategyOne Services
Tatitlek
Textron
vDC Displays
Wackenhut
y12
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